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NEWS SHORTS
ROME (Gay Community New-0)
Four members of the Italian
Gay organization FUORI
[Fronte Unitario Ornosessuale Rivoluzionario Italiano] are planning to sue
Pope Paul for $250,000 after he condemned homosexual
behavior. The four people
accuse the Pontiff of "using
slanderous and spiteful expressions" against Gay people after an article by
the well-known French writer, Roger Peyrefitte,
claimed that the Pope had
had an affair with a young
actor while he was Archbishop of Milan. The suit
charges that the Pope's
statement "wounded the
personal reputations and
dignity of the undersigned
who are homosexual."
LOS ANGELES (The Ba~bl
Democratic presidential
pandidate Jinuny Carter said
:t hat he would be willing to
:i ssue an executive order
banning discrimination
against Gay people in housing, employment, immigration, and the military,
with one exception: closeted people "in high security
positions who might be subj~ct to blackmail."
1

PITTSBURGH (San F~anei¢eO
The local chapter
of the New American Movement
has withdrawn its support of
the Venceremos Brigade because of the latter's antiGay restrictions. NAM said
that "the ~truggle against
sexism and sexual philistinism in all its forms is a key
component of the struggle for
socialism."

Sentinel)

WASHINGTON, D.C. (Chica.go Gaif
Li6e) The national lobby
which was organized at the
Advocate-sponsored conference
in Chicago is now being incorporated in Washington, D.c.
The name of the organization
is the Gay Rights National
Lobby, Inc. and you may join
by sending $15 to GRNL, Inc.,
110 Maryland Ave., N.E.,
Room 201, Washin gton, D.C.
20002. If you join now, you
can help select the board of
directors who will be chosen
sometime during the next two
months.

(N ewolett e~
06 the Ea-0te4n [N.C.] Gay
A.tl,La.nce) An historical

CHAPEL HILL,~N.C.

e vent took place in Chapel
Hill on Saturday, April 24:
t he formation of North Carolina's first state-wide Gay

activist organization, the
North Carolina Gay Union. Approximately 18 people from the
three major geographic regions
of the state met in the Caro- lina Union to discuss the purposes of the group and elect a
temporary slate of o!fice~s.
PHILADELPHIA (Gay Community
New~) The newly-formed Gay
Newspaper Association held its
second meeting in three months
in Philadelphia, May 8-9. The
association, which consists of
ten newspapers located in eight
cities in the u.s. and Canada,
was formed in February at a
meeting in GCN's offices in
Boston. This commitment to
the pooling of resources represents the first time that a
joint effort of this kind has
been mounted among members of
the Gay press. The current
members have a combined circulation of over 100,000.

representative of CBH, the·
CBC outlet in Halifax,
that the CBC has a national policy against accepting public announcements
from homophile organizations.
WASHINGTON, D.C. (ZAP,

the new~lette~ on Homophile~ on Penn State)

Anthropologist Margaret
Mead, before a National
Press Club Conference
recently said, "Homosexuality is perfectly good
for some people. Extreme
heterosexuality is a perversion."

NEW YORK (San F~anci¢eO
The Staten
Island Ferry has come out
of the closet. It's now
OK to hold hands with
someone of the same sex
on this fabled vessel.
The city's Marine and AviHALIFAX, N.S. (The Body Polit~e)
ation Dept. has issued a
A CBC radio station here has
memorandum banning disrefused to air a public service
crimination on the basis
announcement for a local Gay
of sexual orientation.
liberation group. The group,
Last October, A Gay ActiThe Gay Alliance for Equality
vists Alliance member had
[GAE], tried to place an announce- been threatened with arment publicizing its 'Gayline',
rest for embracing a
a telephone information and
friend while aboard the
counselling service which the
ferry.
group provides to the community.
.:When it tried to submit its anPRINCETON, N.J. (The Ba~b)
~ouncement, GAE was told by a
Princeton University's new

Sentinel)

2

antidiscrimination policy
bans discrjmination against
Gay peopQe, according to
the school's equal opportunity employment officer.
SACRAMENTO

Newh)

(Gay Community

coalition
of fundamentalist Christian groups has apparently
come close to garnering
the needed number of s'ignatures to place a referendum on the California
An ad hoe

this initiative wins, we probably won't see more consensual
sex legislation in this state
for the rest of our lives. This
is it."
PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA (The
Body Politic) The National
Synod of the Reformed Church of
.South Africa has decided to
break its ties with the Dutch
Reform Church over disagreements on theological matters.
Among the areas of differing

NnvPmhPr hAlln~ ~n rPnP~l

nr,ininn

that state's recently enacted consenting sex law.
The group, called the Family Lobby, announced at a
Sacramento press conference
in late April that it has
gathered 280,000 out of
the 320,000 signatures
necessary and that more
than 100,000 petitions
are circulating in California. The legal dead-

and homosexuality. A report recently issued by the Dutch Reformed Church suggested that
homosexuals could be allowed to
hold positions of preacher,
deacon and church elder.
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vious attempt to put the
re ferendum on the ballot
b y an organization called
the Coalition of Concerned
Citizens [CCC] failed last
year when the group was
unable to gain the required number of signatures . The Advocate
quoted San Francisco Gay
political leader Jim Foster as saying, "Everybody
better get clear on what
this really means. If
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JOPLIN, MISSOURI (Gay Community
New-0)
After delays and threats
of legal action, the Joplin
Globe has agreed to run an ad
which advertises a local Gay
~

.

Pr;Ao

.

;:,c

woll

;:,c

Gayline, a free telephone referral and crisis help. However, the newspaper also stipulated that it would run the display advertisement only if no
other advertising was placed in
the future. P;ide is continuing
to work to change this policy.
Anyone interested in helping
i1 the work of this group should
contact Michael Shater, Pride
Legal Fund, 207 W. Fourth St.,
Joplin, Mo. 64801.

NEW YOru< (Gay Community
NeW.6) The National Gay
Task Force has called for
a letter-writing campaign
to "protest Lesbian invisibility in the National
Women' s Conference'' which
has been authorized as
part of a U.S. Commission
for International Women's
Year. The Commission has
been extended to March 31,
1978 and has a $5,000,000
budget. People are urged
to write both their congresspeople and to the Commission itself to protest
the omission of Lesbians
in the section of the funding bill [PL94-167] emphasizing "representation of
low-income women, members
of diverse racial, ethnic,
and religious groups and
women of all ages," Interested persons should write:
J i ll Ruckelshaus, National
·commission on the Observance
of International Women's
Year [IWY], U.S. Department
of State, Room 1004, Washington, D.c. 20520.
BOSTON (Gay Community Newc)
The Bocton Globe has refused to pay the Tu6t.6 UniveJtcity Obce1tve1t for running
a promotional ad because the
student paper altered the
language of the advertisement.
The ad showed four Globe em-

ployees, three women and one
man, and carried the headline
"Newspapermen." The Ob.6eltveJt
changed the sexist head to ·
"Newspaperpeople," to the displeasure of the Globe, which
refused to pay the $65 owed
for the ad.

LOS ANGELES

(New.6We.6t)

Arbor

House has announced that next
year· it will publish a book
co-authored by sports figure
David Kopay which will deal in
some depth with homosexuality.
Kopay is a former running back
for the NFL's Green Bay Packers, San Francisco 49ers and
Washington Redskins. Kopay's
recent announcement of his
Gayness caused a major stir in
the professional sports world.
The book will include in personal terms letters from young
men in and out of sports and
will discuss in depth the
quest for sexual identity
among males from adolescence
on ·, and the reaction of teachers, clergy, parents and
spouses to the kind of dilemma
and ultimate acknowledgement
in Kopay's own experience.
PHILADELPHIA (The Weekly Gayzette) In this Bicentennial
era, let us remember that
Thomas Jefferson, author of
the famous phrase "life, lib4

erty, and the pursuit of
happiness,~ also had a few
words totsay on homosexuality. Jefferson proposed
that the pe.na.l.ty for homosexual behavior should be:
castration for male homosexuals and for female
homosexuals, tpe piercing
of the nose cartilage with .
a la:ge hole.
That's just
one in a series of Bicentennial tidbits .•.

LETTERS TO THE NEWSLETTER
Ma.y 17 , 19 76

GPA, SMLC, W-SC, MGTF
Ve.alt FJue.n.cl6,
It wa.6 .ttr..uly a. gtr..e.Clt e.xpe.Jue.n.c.e. .to me., afte.ncllng and pMtic.ipctt-i.ng in Sympo-0-lwn III. How muc.h
I a.pp1te.cia:te. ail. yoWt combined e.66ow .to make :the Sympo.t:i,lwn ho huc.c.e..t:i.&6ul anc.e. a.gain. Congtr..Cltui.a.tiaYl.6 :t.o IJOU ail. I A.f.60, hape.fiully, c.o ngll.a.tui.atia Yl.6 aJte. in aJtd etr..
601t .the. 6ina.i. a.pptr..aval and aJtlti..val o6 the. :twic.e.- de.ta.yed Maine
Rev.wed C.IU.mlna.i Code. I.t clld
tr..eILUy happen on Ma.tj 1.&.t. clldn '.t
it?)

Hea.Jung the. keynote. <.\ pe.a.ke.M
JtewaJLcllng :t.o me..
Tha.nfu to Vola1tv., Klalc.h 60ll. .telling it Uk.e U .w- -and Ri..c.haJtd
Ste..lnma.n 604 le,tt,i,ng U.6 know how
it c.oui.d be., bMe.d on h,il, Jte.-.
.6 e.aJtc.h into .the. way J..;.t .,w in
EWtope.. V1t. S.telnma.n 1 .6 6inding
.thctt Sc.a.nda.na.vian..6 ha.ve. a.n inhe.tr..ent JteJ.>pe.c;t 6oJt .theJJt 6e..U.aw
c.itize.n '.6 p!(.,i,vac.y c.a.i.u e.d me. t a
wonde1t how cll66e/1..e.nt .thi..ng.6
migh;t ha.ve been hvie. ,i.n ouJt
c.ou.nt!ty i6 we 6e..Uow Ame.Juca.Yl.6
ha.d the -0a.me. Jugh 1te.gaJtd 6oJt
p!t,i..va.c.y. But, we. aJte. .the. wa.y
we. M.e..

Wd6 v., pec.ia.te.y

Ve.alt EdLt.otr..:
Pi.e.a,~e. p!un;t OWl .tha.nlio .to Tony
N. o 6 Cong!t.U 6 S.t. 6oJt le.t.:Ung U6

U,~ e. hL6 a.pcvd.me.n.t whU.e aften.cllng
SympMiwn III. I.t made. oWt weekend
-6 o muc.h mote. e.n j o ya.ble..

We. both en.joyed Sympo.t,,lwn III
vetr..y muc.h a.6 i l wa..o aWt 6-Ut6t. It
UJa.6 a. pie.MU/Le. to me.et hO many
nic.e. and -i.n.te.tr..e.J.J.ti..ng people and
have. a good .t.lme. .toge.theJt. Enjoyed .6 ha.Jung .though;th a.nd 6e.eLlngh
J o 6tr..e.~ty wlth all 06 you.

S.lnc.e.tr..ei.y,
Ed & Ron
Sa.n60ll.d, Me.
5

Ma.y 5, 1976

Vlt. Stunma.n '-0 WOJtk. f..U.6-l.on
on "Aging and Agwm Among Gay
Men" WM 11.e.aii.y bea.u:ti.6ul. I'm

looking 6olUJ..JaJt.d nex;t yeaJt to a.
.t>pe.c.i..al l>e..6.6-<.0n on .the. "Petell Ptunciple" and "Sexual Hangu.p.6," -<.dea..6
6oJr. 6utu.1te w0Jr.fuihop1., otuginat-<.ng in
Ric.haJtd Steinman' .6 .6 e..6.6,lo n. Tell
Jonathan 1 Mna.Uy Jr.emembelled the.
"Pete!t Ptunclple."
Tha.nfM to Joe (Bltook..e.yn) 6oJr.
Ge.oJr.ge and Cecil.' .o addJi.u1.> in BangoJr.. Conviv-i.a.Li.,t_y and c.!01.>ene..6.6
:to 1.>o many good people aJte a. gJr.ea:t
:tonic. to my .opitut and U6e.: Sw.,a.n,
Sta.n, Tha.yell, Bob, my Blac.k Be~ed Buddy. And .opeclal joy and
love to the. ~ea.tote. (Tim Bou.66aJLd)
06 :tho1.ie gJr.ea:t d!Lawing1.>: 1.>ome
1.>haJtply c.ommemotc.a,tive, o:th~ tuc.h
in the vatued U:topia1.> 06 F(l,(}tyla.nd.
Love,
Mil.a
Ve.alt People.-

gtc.a.m lalc.g ely dea.Li.ng wUh Tille
34 I an OJr.cu.na.nc.e wh.i.c.h pJr.oh.i.bw
a.U typu 06 clwC/l1.m,i,na;Uon. 6oJr. .
a.U mi..notutiu Io ppll.UJ., ed gJr.ou.pl>
,foc.lucUng Gay people.

Tille 34 ii.> :the law, but U
ii.> not bung en.601tc.e.a.We hope to
wotc.k on tha:t. In any c.a1.>e, 1 hope
to c.ommenc.e my monthly c.olumn beginning Whell in J u.n.e oil. July- -1
have yet to c.ome up wlth a.n app1top1tia:te. name. 6oJr. U--A.C./V.C.;
Cap~ Tl>ml>; Capaa.l Pu.nil.>hment;
oh well, 1 1!! be in tou.c.h.
1 hope :tha:t you. all aJte maintaining pJr.Opell eneJc.gy leve11' and
aJte 601t9in9 a.head :to open new
v,,w:t.M 06 c.on.1.>clou.1.>ne.M 601!. the
pea pie on Maine-.you.It 61Li.e.nd and mine,
Steve Bult

I tc.eceived the. Ma.y 1-61.>u.e -06
.the. MGTFN :t.oda.y and Wal.> veJt..y
pie.al.> ed wah the new ,60Jc.ma:t.

The content 06 .thi-6 1-61.,ue
incUc.a:tu that Symp0.6,lum III
wa.,!) a. gtc.ea:t .ti uc.c.u.o - - co ngJr.a.:t.ula,tio n.1.> .to a.U 06 :tho1.>e. who
planned/pa.tc..ticlpa:ted in :the c.onfieJt..enc.e.
Thi-6 le.t:teJr. ii.> .to noti6tJ you
a.U .tha..:t I 'U be. Woll.Ung .th.,w

J.,ummeJt.. in Wa1.>h.i.ng:ton, V.C. on a
Gay Righ,u, p!toje.c.:t. Thtc.ee o6 w.,
(-two Women. + my6 elo) Welle .6 elected to pa.tc..ticlpa:te in a. 70 wk.. pJr.o-
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MT. CUTLER HIKE DRAWS THOUSANDS!! ·~

~

HIRAM, ME. As noted in the Newsletter of May, '76 a Gay
hike was scheduled for Saturday, May 15. Consistent to
form, the Newsletter was bulk-mailed out just two days before the event. If people have complaints with first-class
d~livery, one should_trv sending mail by fourth-class,
to which our b-qlk-:mai~ing p~rmit is restricted . .:
Fifth-class mail, we suppose, is placed in corked bottles;
postmarked, and tossed into the outgoing . tide. Anyway,
some people had contacted MGTF after the original notice
in the April"xiewsletter, and these people were able to get
up to the month information and, happily, were part of the
hike. In the future we'll experiment with earlier Newsletters or later events, or a combination, or whatever (see
last paragraph.)

*'

Saturday was pleasant with large white clouds slowly moving
across the sky. Nine people met at the base of the moun-l"L
tain--a large hill to natives of Colorado, we guess--and~
without much ado, scaled the peak with a minimum of rest
stops~On the summit we ate our lunch, which we'd lugged
along. Donuts from Symposium III (bought as "day old" on
April 21) made quite a hit with medium sized red ants;
hundreds of _which employed themselves by carrying great~
chunks across quite rugged terrain to their hole. Occa-T
sionally a chunk of donut was too big to negotiate the hole
but th is obstacle didn't phase the individual ants and, by
pushing and shoving, they always managed to get even the
~ost oversized piece into their tunnel. While it was somewhat difficult to keep track of individual ants, it appeared that the shitwork was malappropriated and that some ant s
were lugging three times as much donut as other ants.
C'est la vie.
~
The view of the valle~~ complete with tiny town, winding
river, rai lroad tressle, etc. was very enjoyable and, to
our credit, no one fell off the granite ledge. Greeting
us at the summit were a zillion or so mosquitoes and
black flies; obviously very pleased to make our acquain-

7

tance. At first it appeared
that the multitudes of flying vermin might be an insurmountable obstacle, but after
our novelty wore off, the insects affected a low-key posture~nd were almoJ.i.t forgot- -df'::
ten~~Sunning itself at the ?I'
top was a 4 foot Eastern Ra·cer snake, a good two inches
.in diameter. Its presence

ilicited a degree of curiosity from the two-legged monsters, and it was definately
not amused by our probing.
Not homophobic, mind you,
just upset to have to interrupt a nice nap in the sun
to deal with gawki~g hikers.
Who could blame it?
~
11
"1
The hike down the mountain
was, as expected, very. facile. At the base, we deM
cided to return to Portland,
where one hiker had invited
the others for dinner (cooked incidentally, by the Cumberland County Curmudgeon,
and it . was_ deliciou_s ! )
~

.ljl

.ljl

.ljl

-

We've ' decided· that, rather
than rely on the Newsletter
as a means of communication, '
we would like to be notified
by mail or phone by persons
who may be interested in outdoor events, so they can be
phoned information on particular happenings. If you
think that you'd like to be
included in this phone network, drop us a card with
your name and phone number.
(We'll be discreet.) A suggested event for June will
be listed elsewhere in this
issue. See you there!
MGTF OUTI~

~

JJ£..

Box 4542 7,rr:
Portland, ME, 04112
Phone
773-5530
i
- ..,.. · ,... ..... ... weekdays.
.
..

~
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RED CARPET CLUB IS VICTIM
OF SUSPICIOUS FIRE
l

OLD ORCHARD BEACH--A fire
of suspicious origin levelled the Red Carpet Club
at 95 West Grand Ave.
early Tuesday, May 25 . _The fire was fought for
six hours.
A street box call came
into the fire station at
5:50 a.m., and at the
height of the fire all
COB firefighting units
as well as units from Saco
and Scarborough were involved. Beach fire chief
Thomas Smith said several
fire .f ighters were overcome by dense smoke at the
fire and were treated at
the scene.

Fi r efighters were threatened twice during the fire-once when the building col.lap s ed at about 6:30 and
fe ll within inches of the
Be a ch pumper, and later
when three 500-pound
compressed gas cylinders
vented themselves and burned out but did not explode.
There were no injuries reported.
9

The owner of the building,
Denis Dancoes, purchased
the club a week before the
fire from its previous owner, Herschel Desjardins.
Dancoes had been the tenant
of the building for the past
year.
,·

An OOB police department

official said the fire
was of suspicious origin
and will be investigated by
the Beach police and the
state fire marshall's office.
He said that the
new owner's wife had received threate ning phone
calls within the past
month.
The club had been closed
for the past two weeks
because its liquor license
was suspended by the State
Liquor Commi ssion for selling alcohol ic beverages to
a minor.
This incident marks the
second Gay esta bli s hment
to burn in Yor k County in
a one-year period. The
Stage Door, a Gay bar/restaur ant in Wells was destroyed
in a suspicious fire on
March 17, 1975.

U.S. MEDIA IGNORES GAY GOLD MEDAL-WINNING SKATER
[EdLtolL '.6 note.: The. noliow..lng aJl.ticl.e., by Hu.gh Hal!JU.6on, ,l1, nil.om the.
NewsWest on Aplti..l 30-Ma.y 14 (No. 26). Hal!JU.6on ,l1, a. Spe.uai. WJut:.e.ll.
6011:.Newswest. The.ht a.dd!r.e.1,.6 ,i.1,: NewsWest, 373 N. Western Ave.,
Suite 203, Los Angeles, CA 90004.]

John Curry, Great Britain's first gold medal-winning
ice skater, held a press conference the day following his
February 11 win at the Winter Olympics in Innsbruck, Austria,
and strongly hinted to international reporters that he is
Ga y.
Curry's revelation made front pages worldwide, e.xee.p.ting
.the. Unlte.d Sta.tu. London papers carried banner headlines, the
most lurid of which was the Vculy Mi.Nto1t' .6 "Skater is Fag
Queen." Dispatches from the Associated Press observers on
the scene were never transmitted on American wire servi ces.
Thus, the story has remained unreported in this country unt i l now.
Curry, 26, denied nothing when later confronted by
hordes of persistent reporters. "My skating is what matters," he was quoted as saying. "It doesn't matt er what
ot her people th i nk about my private life. That's my affair. "
Three da ys later, at the Olympic Exhibition, Curry's
entrance was first greeted by stunned silence. He had not
been expected to show up after the horrified reactions from
sports fan s and press alike to his candid statements . But
Curry's skating exhibition turned into a personal tri umph ,
and he was accorded a standing ovation at its conclusion.
Christopher Brasher, reporting in the London. ObMtJr..ve.fl. of
February 15, conunented that Curry "has spoken with the honesty of modern youth, and was prepared to admit that what
is known as his 'life-style' has brought him m~ny problems."
Brasher also quoted statements the skater made to an
10

AP reporter.
"When he was only 17, a coach tried to root
out wha~ were considered [tendencies], and when Curry did
not change, did not try to conform to the only model of
sporting manliness allowed, the coach had beaten him-'literally beat me'."
Christie Blatchford, ToJtonto Globe. and Ma...i.i. columnist, remarked in her February 16 article on the amazing reception
Curry got from the crowd at _his exhibition:
[There were]
"deafening cheers, · demands for two encores, flowers and
waves from people who will never meet him."
"His had been an act of courage, and for a very few
moments he was rewarded for it, as well as for his athletic
abilities.
This short time, more than all the many other
good times, represented the magic that Olympics can work,
the kind of spirit that was meant to exist in the Games.
Everyone at the stadium should have known about Curry 's sexual preferences, and, at another time, in another place, almost certainly would not have saluted him in the way that
they did.
"Tomorrow they may smirk again, but yesterday they had
the grace to behave with class."
John Curry's skating coach, Carlo Fassi [who also guided Dorothy Hamill to a gold medal vic tory for the United
States], would not respond when New~Wv.,t att empted to reach
him at the Denver Ice Arena for verifica tion of his protege's statements at Innsbruck.
Ed Mosler, Curry's American
sponsor , also refused to conunent.
residence in New York City follow ing the Olympic victory,
and is currently negotiating with several American ice arena
shows.

***
11

***

***

***

THE CUMBERLAND COUNTY CURMUDGEON
By Su~an W. Hende~~on

Heterosexual's Smarter Sibling
Mccubbin, Bob, The Gay Question: A Marxist Appraisal,
New York, World View Publishers, 1976; 8Jpp., $1.00
Talk about opportune occurrences! Last month, yours
truly expressed the opinion that a good discussion of homosexuality from a Marxist perspective could be an interesting exercise. Well, lo and behold, there arrived in the
mail this week The Gay Question. This book is a vast improvement over Heterosexual.
It is written in clear language, easy to read.
The author gives an overview of Gay
history in the western world from pre~istoric times to the
present, interpreted according to Marx's theory of the development of human societies, and ends by declaring that
"Gay people will be leaders in the struggle for socialism
also." This book does not pretend to be objective history;
it is a tract, and a credible specimen of the genre.
The
author belongs to the Workers World Party, a group about
whom I know nothing.
Judging from the work at hand, they
appear to hold the views of the Bolsheviks at the time of
the Russian Revolution.
They of course believe that the
time of capitalism in the cycle of history is almost over
and that communism is the wave of the future.
They also
believe that the individual has the right to determine one's
own sex life, and that the common interests of the working
class throughout the world will overcome the worker's
nationalism. Both of these ideas were acted upon in the
early years of Lenin's regime and were later repealed by
Stalin.
· The book has its weaknesses. The chief one comes from
trying to cram several years of history into a large pam-
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phlet--one.is forced to oversimplify in order to get it all
in. Gi~n this limitation, the author should have included
footnotes and/or a bibliography for those who would like
more detail. Also, in the reviewer's professional opinion,
Mccubbin, like Davis and Graubart in Heterosexual, leans far
too much on the theory that all human societies were in the
beginning matriarchal. There is plenty of evidence that
matriarchal societies have existed, in the ancient Near East
and among the Native Americans and the Celts, amomg other
p laces, but there is not enough evidence to say that matriarchy was a universal phenomenon.
In order to understand the author's viewpoint, one should
keep in mind Marx's theory of history. Marx believed that
human societies began in a state of "primitive communism,"
where property was held in common and work was done by the
group as a whole. From this beginning, after the advent of
the concept of private property, societies progressed throug
the stages of slavery, feudalism, capitalism , and communism
or socialism, in that order. Marx believed the cycle would
end ·with communism--to my knowledge, neither he nor anyone
else, including Mccubbin, ever explained why this was to be
so. For the non-Marxist, this omission is one of the chief
weaknesses of the theory.
These criticisms to the contrary notwithstanding, The Gay
Question is worth reading. It has some material not avafl- 1
able elsewhere . The reviewer learned, for example, that both
the Lols~1eviks and the German Communist Party in the 1920' s I
incluc-"-d Gay rights in their platforms. The quotes from eye...:
witnesses of the Nazi concentration camps are blood-chilling.
The author has severe criticisms of Stalin and other homophobic Marxists, and of course he has no use for capitalists,
but he avoids the temptation to trash, which is refreshing.
He also has a feminist consciousness. If you want to read a
Marxist account of our history, this book is a good place to
start.

I
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HASSLES

IN

THE WILDE BLUE YONDER

[Editor's note: On May 23, 1975 during a Race Relations
course conducted by the U.S. Air Force at Dover, Delaware,
R.S. ("Skip") Keith, a Black enlistee in the Air Force, came
out to his co-students as a homosexual. Several months and
much media coverage later, Skip was featured in a photograph
in the "celebrated" "I Am a Homosexual" TIME magazine cover
story, dancing with Leonard Matlovitch in a Virginia Gay
bar.
(Matlovitch, · of course, was that issue's cover.) The
hollowing excerpt is from a letter from Keith to Jonathan
s., a friend who lives in Belfast, Me. It gives a "firstperson" look at some of the consequences of being openly
Gay in the U.S. Military.]
Dear Jonathan,
Sorry it has taken me so long to get this to you, but
I am only just now getting caught up with my ·correspondence.
I'm in class now--we're on a lunch break--taking a course
in computer maintenance. It's taught at the Control Data
Institute in Arlington, Va., which is only a few miles from
my home.
I got a fully honorable discharge last September so I
receive all the benefits including the G.I. Bill for school.
The law firm of Wilmer, Cutler, and Pickering here in Washington is handling my case so I imagine that in a month or
so we'll be going back to both the military and civilian
courts. I did have an administrative board hearing at Dover, Del., before five officers on Sept. 10 and my lawyers
argued that I should be retained in the Air Force under the
provisions of AFR 39-10 that allows retention of Gays under
"unusual circumstances when the airman's ability to perform
military duties has not been compromised." After two hours
of deliberation, the board decided to concur with the recommendations of my Squadron Commander's letter that I be
given an Honorable Discharge for "homosexual tendencies"
and on Sept. 22 I was discharged.
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8 April 76
Getting back to how it all started •••
I dropped the bomb in my Race Relations class before
Matt's story hit the papers. The class was on a Friday; his
story was printed the following Monday in the ·New YoJc.k T.i.me..6
and I didn't hear about him until that following Thursday,
May 29, having been away on a plane trip. He had heard about what I'd done from one of his lawyers, David Addlestone,
and invited me to New York with him for Gay Pride Week in
Jw1e. While in the city we did a number of interviews, one
of which was Barry Farber's radio show on WOR. This really
took the Air Force by surprise because while they were well
aware of Matt, they really hadn't heard of me as an open
Gay up to thi-s point •. Because of this and some articles
that the f?elawaJr.e S:t.a-t:e. New.t:. did on me, the Air Force finally
sent me a letter indicating their intent to discharge me
for "homosexual tendencies" in August. My military attorney (who worked very hard on my case} and I had 13 witnesses, mostly co-workers, men and women who testified they
had worked with me, found me to be a good worker, and would
be happy to continue to live and work with me. All of the
men who were asked said they'd be happy to room with me in
the barracks, except one. That, of course, was the man who
moved out when I told him I am Gay. The hearing was long,
from 11 to 6, and went well, under the circumstances.
As I said, I am now in the process of getting ready~
for ~he courts. I'm sure you realize, Jonathan, that I have
just been able to touch upon a few of the high points and
would love to give you greater detail. Tha~ will have to
wait for a later letter or until I see you. But I will say
that we got some great testimony and that the Air Force is
going to have a very rough time sustaining the position
that people will not want to live or work with Gays. Almost
all of the reaction I've received has been positive, with
people stopping me on base to say that they support me and
question the position of the Air Force.
Things have been going pretty well for me over all, and
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I expect them to get better.
I'm a member of the National
Gay Task Force and GAA/DC. Well, that's about it for now.
I'll try and keep you posted on my situation with the Air
Force as things progress. Hope this finds you well and
things OK with you in Maine. Drop a line when you get a
chance. Hope to see you soon.
Peace,
Skip

§

§

§

§ § § § § §

RAP GROUP UPDATE:
As mentioned in the May Newsletter,
a Gay alcohol and drug abuse group has
formed and is meeting in the Portland
area.
Called the 'Confidential Gay Drug
and Alcohol Rap Group,' it consists of
both women and men and meets at the
High Street [Portland] Community Resource Center, 68 High Street each
Monday evening at 6:30.
We are the only people on the first
floor during our meeting period.
If
you think that this group may be of
help, or if you're just curious, you
can obtain additional information by
dropping by Mondays at 6:30 or by
calling the MGTF office at 773-5530.
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THE

STATE STREET STRAW
By Pe;teJr. Ptu..ze!L

issues. Try it, you'll like
reading it.
INFANTILE FASCINATION SYN-

HOMOSEXUAL PURISTS who value

form over function will want
to relocate to the sole geopolitical subdivision in the
world named in honor of our
pride. That's right, i~ you
want to lead a truly open
Gay lifestyle, you'll have
to move to Gay, and that's
a small town in upper Michigan on the Keweenaw Peninsula, which juts in:J;.q the
southern portion of Lake Superior. But ideological fa- ·
natics of the heterosexual
persuasion will have to settle for, or more accurately,
resettle for, the only namesake on earth relevant to
their particular proclivities:
the town of Het, Laos. I'll
take the Keweenaw Peninsula ••.
GLASS HOUSE DEP'T: Of all
the dozens of Gay pµblications that come into our office--virtually all on an
exchange basis--the one periodical that really impresses me as (almost) having it
all together is the Body Pou.tic. . .It's an Avoc.ltte. -style
format, published 6 times a
year from Toronto, Ontario.
Their address is: Box 7289,
,...-,

__

.._.,._.£.J.e

"II

~.I.I

~ - - - - - ..L.£..V.4V.L.l.'-Vf

" ·-L--- .!-

VJ.J. .... w'-J...-.'-""'I

Canada MSW 1X9. _$2 ....50 . .f.or ....6_
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DROME: One line of the lyrics of a popular Top 40 record goes: "Took my baby to
the drive-in show ••• " Inasmuch as the male singer uses
the pronoun 'she' to describe
·the baby,·we'll assume it's
a heterosexual-type relationship. While "Boogie Fever"
may be contagious to all
ages, I question the motives
behind publicizing the fact
that an obviously older man
enjoys spending time in a
dardened auto with extremely
young children; some of whom
can barely speak. Very odd,
I think.
NUTS Tb YOU:

In Maine, the

Liquor Commission has decreed that salted nuts and
similar munchies that might
encourage one to consume aJ.coholic beverages can net
be offered free on tables
or counters in bars and taverns. That's fine, but how
about dealing with the common practice of increasing
the noise l~vel of music to
almost force patrons to
"dull" their auditory senses
with alcohol?
HAVE A NICE JAY:
.
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Maine's .
.:, -

- - - ..! _ ... .! - - -
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- . - - ...... -..a.114-.a,4,.._.., ....

izing small quantities of marijuana has been in effect for
over a month now, and I'll be
curious to see what sort of
arguments the Maine Police
Chiefs Assn. will dredge up to
oppose this particular section
of the new code. People in
Maine may recall that the
Chiefs were veJr.y organized in
their efforts against the decriminalization measure and,
it appeared, came close to def e ating it. But perhaps their
overblown (sic) lobbying was
doomed form the start: duri ng Senate debate on the grass
roots segment of the proposed
code, a veJr.y conservative Senator from way, way Downeast
asked a younger Senator from
Cumberland County if there
mi ght be; perhaps, some way he
might "sample" the evil weed
to see firsthand if it's as
terrible as its critics contend. The younger Senator said,
sure, have one of mine ••• The
vote was lopsided in support
of decriminalization .••

ics would admit he's reached
his personal level of incompetency. And you thought all
those chic "pop-psych" paperbacks were a crock of road
apples .••
NOW IT CAN BE TOLD DEP'T:
The State of Maine appreciates me, and I've got acertificate to prove it. It
reads, "State of Maine •.. CERTIFIGATE OF APPRECIATION .•.
Presented to Peter M. Prizer
In Recognition of Jury Service Rendered in the Superior
Court of the State of Maine .•
For Conscientious Performance
of an important Duty of Citizenship ••• On Behalf of the
County of Linblon." I, i n
turn, appreciate the State of
Maine, or I wouldn't stay
here. But, in lieu of a personal certificate, they'll
have to take that on faith ...

Believe it o~ not--and we
think you'll believe thi-0-the New~lette~ will a~tually
be mailed ONE day a6te~ the
p~inted publi~ation date!

THE PETER PRINCIPLE LIVES: A
year ago, political cynics-my self included--were saying
t ha t Guv Jim Longley would use
the Blaine House as a stepping
We've done ou~ Jha~e. the
stone to higher office. Well,
~eJ
t iJ in the -0tella~
the s t epping-stones have prov- handJ
06 the po-0tal ~e~vice!
ed slippery, and Jim Longley
appears to be mired in Augusta,
Good luck!
where even his gentlest crit18

WHAT?

V,i,d I he.alt you
.in thl6 jungle.
knowlng damned
men 6e.ed the.i.Jt

YOU?

GAY? . ANV IN PRISON?

WOW!

.6ay you'Jte. Gay
Jtule.d by .6:tJr.tU.ghu;
well wahin the. hell,
.6oul6 on ha.te?

WheJr.e e.ac.h .tlc.k.-.toc.k.

06

a tyJta.nt' .6 c.i.oc.k.

-i-6 6illed wlth em.ine.nt dang eJr.;
neveJr. knowlng whe.n- youJt. i..i6e. may end,
wlth a k.n.i6e.-.6tlt.ok.e. 61tom a .6:tJr.angeJr.?

WheJr.e a moment 06 U6e. -i-6 60 be.a.t-6 06 .6bu6e.,
he.id 6Mt by .6:tone. and .6:t.ee.i.;
wheJr.e. ha.te.6ul Jtui.e..6 e.nfioJt.c.e.d by 6oo-l6
condemn the. i.ove. you. 6ee.i.?
WheJr.e. teJt.JwJt Jung.6 a.n.d v-lof..e.nc.e. .6..f..n.g.6,
am,i,d,6.t. hund!te.d.6
hate-t:.oU!led cJ",._e,e.p.6;
a.nd e.veJr.y n-lght gnawing hu.nge!l b..Uu,
a..6 you :taM:, and -tultn. 6M. .6le.e.p?

on

WheJr.e. he.a.ve.nly .6to.JUJ aJte. .6ha.dowe.d by ba,'U,,
6ill-ing you W..Uh pa.ng.6 06 .60JrJr..oW;
W-Uh he.aJt,t a.6Vte ea.ch n-lg ht you. Jte..tiJt.e,
dltea.ding .the. ml6 eJr.tj o6 .tomO/'.Jtow?
Whe.n. you PROU'O LY -6 a.y -tha.t you Me. GAY,
1n THIS Pa.nde.mon-lou..6 Towe.~!
Honey, IJOU. 'Jr.e. a .6:taJt, a. dyna.mLte. 6,lowvz.,
with the. .6We.et 6Jta.gJta.nc.e. o 6 "GAY POWER".
-VAP
(There is now a Newsletter for Gays
in prison. The Newsletter is free
to all pr isoners and interested people. Write to: Ronald Endersby,
356 West 34th Street, New York 10001)
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THE RAPPORTIVE REPORTER REPORTS
(SAY THAT TWICE)
By Wendy A.6 hie.If

On Feb. 27th, which is admittedly a while ago, Peter,
Stan and I spoke with a group of ten who are themselves in
the business of helping people. The three of us from MGTF
had spoken to interested groups before. We and others had
spoken to college classes, to church groups, in auditoriums,
to human services groups, at conferences etc.
I have been
speaking out and up for five years now and my two co-talkers
had been involved in some of the same speaking situations.
In fact I had first met Peter in an auditorium at Bowdoin
College where some of us were sitting on the edge of the
stage speaking and he joined us from the front row. It was
very scarey there.
But this talk was different.
This was
not going to be a scarey talk.
One of the members of the group we were addressing "came
out" or ''forward" as a Lesbian during our introductions of
ourselves.
It was an emotional experience for her.
I had a
war m feeling for her as she showed her vulnerability, joy
and sincerity in that process.
Four other members of the group "came out" as ministe r s,
which in some circles might earn them disapproving responses•
such as, unreal beings, dismissal, or "Hey! don 1 t lay anything on me!" In that last line I was not intending to
sound as if I was not aware that there would be ministers
present, I was simply trying to be amusing.
Goddess knows
why.
Indeed, we had had a previous meeting at Maine Medical
Center with many of these same people and others where, Hera
help me , I got sucked into a biblical exchange with a fundamentalist servant of God.
I admit it, I had re-read the
Rev. Troy Perry for the occasion.
That exchange made.it impossible for the rest of the group to learn what they felt
they needed from the representatives of MGTF.
Hence this
second meeting.
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Anyway-- all o~ the people we were addressing at the
meeting of-feb, 27th were counselors; p~ych~atric, ministerial or student, with some overlapping categories. ?ardon
the expression. And this group had all met because they
were interested. Unlike some groups we had spoken to, we
knew these people would be friendly, sympathetic or at least
not openly hostile.
I was the only openly hostile one there.,
a role I relish.
In fact I. recently gave myself the Enqu~~e~
test to find out which of the seven deadly sinp was mine and
"anger" was it--well actually. it tied with "gluttony." My
friends will not be sutprized. Except maybe that I would
take such a test. Or read the Enqu~~e~.
·
You can tell I'm having a hard time getting away from
the business of writing this into the business of reporting
on that meeting.
I volunteered to report on it.
People
have been waiting for months ... some with . apprehension. I
know why.
It ' s because of that anger I was telling you
about.
It is such a convenient motivator.
It necessitates
no self-discipline. One's emotions just pus h all the ver bi dye out front.
I tell you, the problem wi~h r eporting o n
tha t meeting was just like what Gully J imson says of the
rich . in Joyce Cary's The Ho~~e~ Mouth.
The people were nice. They were pleasant. They were
liberal. They clucked with sympathy. They understood. We
were all polite . No one yelled or accu sed or sneered. No
o ne else was angry. One woman did admit quiet l y over lunch
t o me that she did find it hard to accept homo s e xua lity and
a n yway hadn't Paul said it was wrong? I pol ite ly, I t hought ;
r e minded her that he also had pronounced a woman's speak ing
o u t in church as wrongful (so by intimation "Where did she
g et off?") She . replied that tha t was sure ly simp ly cultural.
"Aha!" I said.
"Exactly! So is this!"
(Hoping she'd see
the light in my parallel.)
Essentially we were t here trying to justify our existances, someth ing dykes and f ag·s do at least o n ce a week. And
they don't do it to k e ep in shape . Like the dishes, it b~ comes tiresome with routine. Fo rmalizing it like this adds
variety.
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The problem is, how to get across to people who are in
positions of helping Gay sisters and brothers that revulsion and fear of homosexuality is a cultural phenomenon-- .
that it is learned--that we are all very carefully taught-that even Gay people must overcome the homophobia our society instills in us.
Did we get the message across? My feeling was that
(especially among the psychiatrists} homosexuality is acceptable so long as the individual fag or dyke accepted his
or her self. Anything else and you might have what they
might call an identity problem. And I bet you can't guess
which way they might try to sway you. I also felt that
there was little accepting awareness of different lifestyles within the Gay community. Of course that brings us
into class issues. It seemed to me that they felt middleclass respectable Gays were more OK than others.
Now I may be doing individuals in the group a disservice. Perhaps my hostility is begging for a place to
settle. They did ask to meet with us. OK •. I now volunteer to do a follow-up to see whether it enlightened them ...
whether .they understood how it is that society makes us
"sick." (And that last question can be taken anyway you
like.)
Look for an interview with a counselor next month.
Yeegads--a deadline!
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POST CARD SURVEY: PART 1
[Editor's note: Below are
the comments of readers who
responded to the note in the
May Newsietter asking them
to send us views, ideas, etc.
about the direction/format/ .
etc. of the Newsletter.
If you have not yet mailed
us your post card and would
like us to be aware of your
feelings, it's not too late
to do so.
To those of you who took
the time and effort to re. spond, thanks for your in-

Congratulations on the new
format. Art work is well done .
Rural news is always welco~e
..
here. Peace.
Ray
Eastport, ME · ·
I pJte6eJt .the .6ize 06 .thl6 -lo.6u.e., Ma.y' 1.i t >U' 1.i excellent, in.J.itea.d
.the. latte.IL. Ml.it.LU, .too
la!tge. YauJr.J.i :t!Lu.ly,
J.J.O.

on

Comments:

Well organized,
more readable, informative, enjoy
news shorts.
Suggestions: Cartoons, on
time mailing.

tere st!]

Re.ai..ty exclted a.bout. .the n.ew
Vew,5le;tteJt. TeNUM.c! Ea1:iy .to 11..e.ad
,1.nd :to ha.nclle.. Lo:a ofi inteJr.eJ.i.t.big
~tu.£6. Many .tha.nfu. Much good luck
to uau. ,ln the 6u.t.uJr.e.
- .
Wart and Gib1.i on
It's a great improvement.
T.P.
Muc.ha be:tt.eJt ho-lLa.i- - e.a.J.:i.[e,'I..

to 1te.a.d a.n.d k.e.ep Mound.
An.an.

Keep up the good work!
Central Maine Gay Alliance

,

1 waui,d V. b.e -to .6ay .that. yaWL
ne.w -type. o-6 pu. bl!l..c.a.ti..o n. ,L6 gne.a.t
a..6 I ha.ve. been. a. ..subbcJubeJL ,60!C.
i uJ.,;t a .6 ho :Lt /").me. a..nd 1 6-,lnd .thl.J.,
ne.w one. qu..Lte. a.n ,i..mp!t.oveme.nt ove.JL
the p.tz.e..v,lauJ., an.e..
I a.f..f..,a would Uke.. to 1.>a.y th.cit
.t.hu ,[6,:, u.e. a.Mi.ve..d .lltte iu, 1 .&aw
the.. lu.ke.. notiee .ln :the/I e. and it
too1.i Mo nda.y, Mciy 11;th whe.n. I 1te.. c.uve..d .the. New.o.f..etteJL.
Sinc.e1tely,
A Ne.w Reade.IL..

..

YeA, 1 do like.. new oOJrma..t!
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S.H.

·,

Love. youJt NewhletteJt and ihe.
new 601t.mat. We.' 1te. cU.J..able.d .60 we.
6-in.d U e.<U.ieJt :ta ha.ndi.e. tlu.J.i wa.y.
Ke.e.p u.p youJt good .6p.ilLU and
exc.ette.n;t wo1tk.
A &R
Dear People! enjoy your rag and look
forward to receiving it each
month--keep up the fine work!
L.

Th.e. n.e.w 60Jt.ma..:t a g1te.a..:t ,U11p.1tove.me.n.t a.nd muc..h ea.!:,,le/l. :ta Jte.a.d.

would Uk.e. .the. add!te..6.& 06 .the.
Ch£c.ago Gay L,[6e. [343 S. Ve.aJT..boJr.n., Room 1719, Ch.le.ago 60604)
.6b1.c.e we. ne.ve.Jr. .6 e.e. i l out heJc.e.;
al.6 o Mi.n.neapofu -l6 :that hM a
pu.bUca.tion [Gay HoMe. New-0.le.:tteJc.,
4419A N,lc.olle.:t, ZIP 55409/Le.'
Sbe.hi601t.me.d, Lub..la.n Ruouflc.e.
Ce.n;teJr., 2104 S:te.ve.nJ.i Ave.., ZIP
55404/Min.nuo.ta Comm.ltte.e. Falt Gay
R,lgh,u, Ne.wJle.:t:teJc., Box 4226, S:t.
A~thony Fa.f..l.o S.tn; ZIP 55414. All
aJte. mo n.thly, wU.h donation Jr.e.qu.e..6.te.d. ]
S-lnc.eJr.e.ly,
T.J.H.

San. F1tanwc.o

E.

Terrific--the new format
is a. definite improvement.
Thanks to MGTFN people &

especiafly to Tim Bouffard.
S.B.

Hi, IJOU.-ai..R.;
A6 .to :the. 6oli.ma.t 06 IJOU!t Jte.f.i:ttjle.d NeJJJ.6.f.e:tteJc., I .th£nk i l make..6
U veJuJ mu.c.h e.Mie/1. Jt.e.acllng--one.' .6
a.Jt.m.6 do no:t ge.:t .ao :t.Ute.d ne.a.cUn.g
.the. .ln.teJr.e..6ting matetual.., 6Jr.e.qu.en.tly at :the. bottom 06 .the. page.. Ve..1ty
Jr.e.a.da.ble., and I much enjoy :the.
.tongue. ,ln. c.he.e.k .6:tyle. a6 w,u;tlng • • ~
&imila.JT.. :ta GCN 06 B0-0ton, wh£c.h I
M,.nd hii.aJr.,i..ou.6 • •• dny Ne.w Eng.f..a.n.d
wLt. Albo, glad you a.JT..e. ,lnc.all.po,'La.:t.ln.g .t>ome. 6e.atu!te6 6ttom a.the.Jr..
pubUc.a.:tlo n..6 a.Jc.a u.n.d :the. Na.tio n.. • •

Dear Friends:
I really appreciate your
new format and continue to
look forward to reading each
issue. Keep up the fine work.
However, I would like to
see more information about the
central Maine/Bangor area.
Perhaps a correspondent could
be arranged for that area that
could keep you informed of
what's happening.
Thank you for the work you
put into the Newsletter .
Sincerely,

L.G.
New York City
Good, e.My to handle.. Katt.en Bye.'-0
naJUtative. .v., be.autl6ul. Sugge..6:t
you Me. bu-0,ln.u-0 Jteply c.aJLcu, and
Jave. mone.'1. on paJ;tage..
An.on.
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Whew, Ma.y ecli.tion veJLy ,lmpnuThe new format really makes
the Newsle~ter 'NEW.'
It com- · .6ive.! The 6a.c.e. Uf,:t 1...6 gne.a.t (.60
mu.c.h e.MieJL to 11.ea.d in pu.bUc.) a.nd
pletes ttle identity.
It's
:the. a.ltti.c.lu Me mo.lit inte11.ufug.
more it's own entity now.
£6 pe.uo.Lly glad to .6 e.e. :the a!Ltic.le.
Please continue! As to the
on Rt.Vtal. Ga.yJ.i •
content--points of views, poMGTF you. 1 11.e ail. Jt..lgh:t. I hope.
litical direction, editorial
policies, style of layout &
:to .6pe.nd J.iome. time wLth you. people
graphics and contents of aronc.e g11.adu.a.tion 1...6 out of, :the wa.y.
ticles are what they are.
See. you. J.ioon.
What is most important to · me
·
Keep u.p 'ijoWL book Jtev.iew.6 a.nd
is whether or not they are
yoWL . c.ove.Jta.ge. 06 Va!UOU.6 N.E. Condone well, with creativity,
f,ell.e.nc.u. P!Lide.f,u.Uy, A.H.
artistry, legibility and
style. They are. Thank you
for a great Newsletter.
Right on for Lesbians!
R.J.T.
Anon.
What a. IA}pn.deJL6ui. J.iWLp!{Me. on
th,u, mo~ NeiAMle:tteJL.

It' J.i
911.ea.t and keep up :the good wonk.
I W-<Ah I c.oui.d be 06 J.iome. value
.ln yoWL wonk, but unl&ntuna.te.ly I
am no WJc.lieJL. Tfu.6 ~SU!{da.y 5/16/76,
1 am on my wa.y :to Lo'U:,U,i..a.na., am going ba.c.k. into :the. MeJLc.ha.nt Ma!Une.,
will be. gone. mMt 06 :the. .6ummeJL,
pl~a6e. keep my c.opy c.oming, wllt
n~ ,. d on. my ne;twr.n..
P. S.

Ht:llo,
Whe~ I opened the mail this
morning , it took me a mome~t to figure out I was
looking at the same good,
old MGTF Newsletter, but
in~ new format.
It makes
it even more of a pleasure
to read. Nice job! Arthur,
. David and the Gang
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F!Liend.6, I fie.el .that :the.
ph1J6.ic.a.l c.ha.ngu made. in. yoWL
newJ.ilet:teJL e.na.blu :the 11.ea.deJL
to be:tteJL ma.nipu.la.te. :the pa.gu
a.nd .thu..6 1...6 mo!Le. c.ondu.c..ive. :to
pitopell. c.onc.eri.ttr.a:tion. The. wtr.iting 1...6 e.xc.eil.e.nt. An.d we. ai.wayJ.i
mention. yoUJL newJ.ile:tte.11. in ou.tt
GAYCON PRESS NEWSLETTER in. .:t.he
hopu :tha.t c.opie.J.i c.an be. M.c.WL'1.d
by :the. pwoneJL6 ~a.t. Jr..ead u.6.
I would ai.1,o hope tha.t you might
C.OMide.11. gi.v.ing OWL n.ew.6le:ttM. a
plug In the. MGTF oJr..ga.niza.:tion
and new-0.f..e:t:te.11.. You might
mention .:t.ha.t OWL new6le:tte.11. 1...6
J.ien..t FREE :to a.11.. p'1.1,6one.tt.6 (ail.
we Mk. i-6 :tha.t :they he.lp u.6 on
potda.ge. J So, I've. given you.
-0ome adv.ic.e conc.eJLning yoWL
newJ.ile:tteJL and J.iolic.Ue.d IJOU!l
help w..i...:th/f,OIL OU/1,6 •
601t GAYCON PRESS
Ron E.

The new format is great,
espe~ially enjoy the artwork.
Karen's column from CA is commendable and appreciated.
aave enjoyed the stimulating
and informative articles, editorials and regular columns.
The Newsletter i~ terrific
all around, now if you could
only get it out on time •••
·
Anon.

My c.ompLi.men-t6 on the. new NeJAMleft.eA R..o.you:t.

I tklnk. :the. 601!.ma.;t

..u., e.xc.eli.e.nt - c.oveJung a. wide. va.JUdY o6 Me.a.o o6 inteJte.J.i:t.. Sinc.e.

we. Me. , ouJt.6 e.1.vu , J., u. c.h a. cU v eJL6 i6,[ e.d g.l!.oup - c.u;tti.n.g a.c.l!.0.6,~ ail ,~ocJ.,ai & e.c.onomlc. boun.d6, to be. .l!.e.1.e.va.rit a. n.eJAMietteJL mt.Uit c.oveJL a.
i.a!tge. Me.a.. Thb.i you. do; And
I've. wa;tc.he.d (JOU get bet:t.eJL a.;t ft.
Keep u.fJ .the gdoJ. woJtli:

P. V.

Ve.M Fltie.nd6,

F..uu,:t., I a.pp.1!.e.e,la.te. ve..l!.y
muc.h ge.t:t..i..ng the. MGTF Ne.w-6letteJt.

Se.c.ond, the. new look. 06
the. NeJAMie-:tte.Jc. h, a. g.l!.e.a.t imp.l!.O V e.me.nt.
Thi.l!.d, PeteJt Pltize..l!. can do
muc.h betteJL :t.ha.n to ea.My on a.
kU-t6ie.-pie. ve.nde.tta a.g~:t.
Va.vid Good6.tun.
FoU!lth, do ha.ve. mo.l!.e book.
.l!.e.v,i.e.w-6 •

Sisters & Brothers--You could
print the MGTF Newsletter in
white on black with ruffles & ·
I would still enjoy it immensely. What I like most are
its "think" pieces and the
general tone of enlightenment
& commitment. I also feel you
strive for accuracy--something
that, after its biased coverage on our recent Christopher
Street Liberation Day [CSLD]
'76 s~hism here, cannot be said
always for Ga.y Commun.Uy New-6,
Boston •.• Please alert Susan
Henderson to my series on Lily
Tomlin in Ne.w.6WU.:t #Z6 & #Z7, as
I quote her from her "Lily
Tomlin, We Love You." I'm assuming you get N.W. on exchange,
no? •.• [ Ed. note.: ·vu we do. j
Please be advised that the
CSLD spliL here has been resolved, by the way, and that
there will be one big march
(beginning noon;-sheridan
Square, 6/27), a Rally (in Central Park's shell), and a Festival late in the afternoon in
the Village, same day. We hope
mobs of New Englanders will attend--and come back for the
demonstrations directed at the
Democrats beginning July 11!
Love, J.P.H.

On.e. hu.n.dtted peJtc.e.nt imp.l!.ove.me.nt!
The. a..l!.t wo.l!.k. a.nd 601!.ma;t Me. m0.6:t
a;ttJtac.,tive. a.nd p.l!.o6uJiona.l loolu.ng.
We upecJ..a-?.ly en.joyed :the. :touc.hu
06 humot! Cong.1!.a.tuiatl.on6 on a. job
well done..
J. & B., So. 'Btvui:tol 2G

Whew, May ecii.:tlon VeJl..fJ -lmp1te.6The new format really makes
4{ve.!
The 6a.c.e. li6t ,i..,6 gJc.e.a.t (.60
the Newsle~ter 'NEW.' It corn- ·
mu.eh e.ll6ie.Jz. :to Jc.e.ad in public.} a.nd
pletes tlie identity. It'.s
the aJL:tic.lu a.Jc.e. mo.6.t -lnte.Jz.ufug.
more it's own entity now.
Please continue! As to the
c.6 pee.la.Uy glad to .& e.e. the aJL:tic.le.
an RW!.a.l Ga.y.& •
content--points of views, political direction, editorial
MGTF you.'Jc.e. ai.i.. Jc.igh:t. 1 hope
policies, style of layout &
:to .6pe.nd .&ome. t-lme. w.lth you. people.
graphics and contents of aronc.e. gJc.adu.atlon -l-6 ou.t 06 the. way.
ticles are what they are.
Se.e. you. .6oon.
What is most important .t ome
·
l<e.e.p u.p ijoWL book Jc.e.view.6 a.nd
is whether or not they .are
yoWL c.ove.Jz.a.ge 06 va.Jc.-lou..6 N.E. Condone well, with creativity,
6e.1te.nc.u. PJc.ide.iu.Uy, A.H.
artistry, legibility and
style. They are. Thank you
for a great Newsletter.
Right on for Lesbians!
R.J.T.
Anon.
What a. WP ndeJt 6ui. .&WLpW e. on
:tw mon,t~ NewL:,le.tte.Jc.. It' .6
gJc.eat a.nd ke.e.p up the good wo1tk.
I w.<.,,~h I c.oui.d be. 06 .6ome. va.lu.e.
.in yoWt wo1tk, bu.t un.MJIL:t..u.na.tei.y 1
a.m no W!UteJt. Thil. ?unda.y 5/16 /7 6,
1 a.m on my wa.y to Loti.Ui.la.na., a.m going ba.ek. -into .the MeJtc.ha.nt MM-lne.,
wLU. be gone. mM:t 06 :the. .6wnmeJt,
pt~a.~e keep my c.opy c.om-lng, w,i,lt
Jz.c,,d on. my Jc.e.:tUJtn.
P. S.

Htllo ,
When I opened the mail this
morn i ng, it took me a rnorne~t to figure out I was
looking at the same good,
old MGTF Newsletter, but
in~ new format. It makes
it even more of a pleasure
to read. Nice job! Arthur,
. David and the Gang
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FJc.ie.nd.6, I neei. that :the.
phy.6ic.a.l c.ha.ngu made. in yoWL
ne.w.6le.:t:teJt e.na.blu t he. 1te.a.deJt
to be.tteJt ma.nipuf.a;te.. the pa.g u
a.nd thu..6 ,i..,6 mo.tte c.ondu.c.ive.. to
pJr.opeJt c.onc.entlta.tion. The wJc.iting ,i..,6 exc.ei.le..nt. And we. a.1J»a.y.6
me.nt-lon yoWL ne.w.6let:teJt in aWL
GAYCON PRESS NEWSLETTER in the.
ha pu that c.o piu c.a.n be. .6 e.c.wr.'1.d
by the pWone.M t hat .tte.ad U6.
1 would mo hope. that you might
C.OMideJt giving OWL ne.w.&le.t.teJc. a.
plug in the. MGTF o.ttga.niza.tion
a.nd ne.w.6lefteJt. You. m-lgh:t
me.nt-lon .that OWL newJ.ile.tteJt ,i..,6
.6e.n;t FREE to aU p~oneM (a.li
we. Mk. 1-6 that they he.lp u..6 on
po-6.t:.a.ge... ) Sa, I've g,lven you.
J.i ome. a.dvic.e conceJtning yoWL
ne.wJ.ilet:teJL a.nd .6oUc.Ued yoWL
help wi:th/oOJt Ou.Jc.-6 •
60.tt GAYCON PRESS
Ron E.

The new format is great,
espe9ially enjoy the artwork.
Karen's column from CA is commendable and appreciated.
Have enjoyed the stimulating
and informative articles, editorials and regular columns.
The Newsletter is terrific
all around, now if you could
only get it out on time .••
·
~ ---x'non.

My eompLi.men:tLi on the ne.w NeJAU>letteA layout. I think. .the 6oJLJna.:t
J..J.i exeei..len.t - eoveJu...ng a W-i.de vaudy o 6 aJtea.h o 6 in.teJte.1.i.t. Sinee
we Me, OU!l,6eive.1.i, .6u.eh a d,tvvu,,i_6led gJtoup - eu.tti..ng a.~o~~ all ~ouai.. & e.eon.om,i_c. bou.nd-6, :to be Jtelevan.t a neJAU>letteJt mt.L6.:t eove/t a
i.a.Jz.ge Me.a. T~~ you. do; And
I've. wa.tehe.d fjOU get bette!t a.t U.
Keep v.p :the gcioJ. wold,:
P. V.
Ve.cvr. Fue.nd6

I

F..iM.t, 1 a.pp'1.e.ua.te. Ve/tfj
mu.eh gelling :the. MGTF Ne.w.6le:t:teJt.
Se.eon.d, :the ne.w loo~ 06
:the Ne.w.6.lu.teJr. J..J.i a. gft.e.a.:t ,i_mpJto v e.men.t.
Thilr..d, Pe.:te!t Puze.'1. can do
mu.eh betteJt :than to eM.ft.LJ on a.
k.u..:t.6ie - pie vendetta. a.g a.,i_n,6,t
Va.v,i_d Good6:tun..
FoWlth, do ha.ve moJte. book.
Jt e.vieJAU> •
In. gay .6 yWt,i.:t.6 ,
BMbcvr.a

Sisters & Brothers--You could
print the MGTF Newsletter in
white on black with ruffles &
I would still enjoy it immensely. What I like most are
its "think" pieces and the
general tone of enlightenment
& commitment. I also feel you
strive for accuracy--something
that, after its biased coverage on our recent Christopher
Street Liberation Day [CSLD]
'76 · schism here, cannot be said
always for Gay CommunUy Nei.v.6,
Boston •.• Please alert Susan
Henderson to my series on Lily
Tomlin in Ne.w-6We.J.i.:t #26 & #27, as
I quote her from her "Lily
Tomlin, We Love You." I'm assuming you get N.W. on exchange,
no? •.• [ Ed. no.te: ·ve.1.i we. do. J
Please be advised that the
CSLD spliL here has been .c12solved, by the way, and that
there will be one big march
(beginning noon;-Sheridan
Square, 6/27), a Rally (in Central Park's shell), and a Festival late in the afternoon in
the Village, same day. We hope
mobs of New Englanders will attend--and come back for the
demonstrations directed at the
Democrats beginning July 11!
Love, J.P.H.

On.e. hu.n.dlt.e.d pe!tc.en.t ,i_mpJz..oveme.n:t!
The. a.Jtt woJtk. and 6oJtma.:t Me m0.6t
a;ttJtac.;t,i_ve and p11.06e.1.i.6iona.l loolu.ng.
We. e.1.ipeci..ali.y enjoyed the touc.he.1.i
06 humot! CongJta.:tui.a.t,i_on.6 on. a job
we.le done.
J. & B. , So. Bll.l6.tol 2 6

New format is good.
Recently, a 3rd party mistakenly submitted detailed
directions to my house, along
with other information for
an article. These directions
were printed in correct detail, to my shock. It was,
of course, the fault of the
submitter and myself, but I
would suggest that MGTF request some sort of release
form signed by the person
whose pertinent details are
being published - it would
help to avoid possibly serious or costly mistakes like
that.
Phone nUIPbers and first
names are fairly anonymous
bits of information, but
street addresses, occupations, etc. can be used to
bad ends, even:-in this
somewhat enlightened day &
age. Please print this.
Anne Onimous

Altho ugh I had seen previous i s s· ~s of the Newsletter,
this copy for May was my first.
The new arrangement is great.
Very pleased.
E. B.

Ne~ format is much better!
Anon.
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VeM fof.fu

I :trunk .the new 601Una:t b.i
much be;tteJt :than :the old one. I:t
b.i ea.t.iett to 1r..ead. The New1.,.f.e;tte1t
b.i

VeltlJ

well Jtec.eived by me and

mo~:t people I know. Vou Me. doing a good job. I:t ,v., ,lmpott.tan.t
to ge;t the Gay popuJ..a-tlon toge;thett, 6011. .theilt b.i J.>.lJt. ength ,i..n
n.wnbelll,. The New.ole:t.tett .u., helping to ge;t the. c.ommunittj toge;thett.

I do llke to ~e.e. IJOWL ~omme.nt
on how the. Gatj ,lmage. b., pol(;lj(_atje.d
in .the media. The a.Jutlci..e on
"BMne.y M<.1.1.e!l." wa.t. vetty good.
Un.tU we c.hang e. :t.he. .6.:Cette.o.t ype.
h.omo1.i exua..e. ,lmage. in the med.La, we.
will n.eveJt be accepted in the.

~;tJuugh:t WOil.id.

Continue. on w.lththe. 6~ne. job
you a!l.e doing! Vo you ne.e.d any
help?

Cafl_ me. •••

M.S.

UPDATE ON CAROL WHITEHEAD COURT FIGHT.
As this Newsletter is printed, Carol, her family, her
attroney Kim Matthews and the Maine Gay Task Force are
awaiting the child-custody decision of Judge Harry Glassman.
The trial itself, in which Carol's ex-husband was
seeking to gain control over two young children from their
previous marriage and return them to Georgia, was held on
Tuesday, June 1. The verdict of Judge Glassman should be
reached by June 7 or 8.
This marked the first time for the state where an open
Lesbian mother fought for retention of her children.
[An article on the trial and the verdict will appear

in the July Newsletter.]

*

*

*

,*

An appeal for funds in the May Newsletter was quite
disappointing, although several generous people sent in
a total of $45.
Already a severe lack of funds have hampered Carol's
defense. Witnesses whose testimony was crucial were not
able to attend because of a lack of travelling expense
funds.
But now it is too late to affect the outcome of
the trial, even with the most generous gift. But, regardless of the decision, Carol will owe her attorney
several hundred dollars and there will be other expenses
normally incurred with a court battle. And Carol is not
a wealthy woman.

*

*

*

*

Carol and the Maine Gay Task Force ask that all persons
able to contribute--no matter how small--will please give
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this short article serious thought. Your donation towards
this worthy and vital effort will be greatly appreciated.
t

Contributions may be sent to: Carol Whitehead Defense
Fund, c/o MGTF, PO Box 4542, Portland, Maine 04112.

'' '' '' '' '' '' ''
TuE."EIX ER
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A REVIEW

By T.un Bou.66aJr..d

Malamud, Bernard; The Fixer; New York, Dell Publishing Co.;
1966, 271 pp., $1.i's:°
We are social beings, therefore we are pol i tic al beings. Our oppression comes from the structure o f thi s society. The only way it can be dealt wi th is to become more
aware of how it works and to influence change by being involved. Passively accepting oppression or ignoring it
(somehow, some people do), is, in effect, taking on the role
of the oppressor by oppressing oneself. This is the premise
of the book The Fixer by Bernard Malamud. Although The Fixer is written specifically about the oppression of Jews;-i ~
can b e applied to Gay oppression, Black oppression , or
Native American oppression, etc. because it is a bout the
s ame oppressor.
The story of Yakov Bok, a poor Ru ssian Jew who fixes
broken things - almost anything - for a liv ing, is a frus.trating, painful experience, a nd it is true •. He is a man
of lit tle ambition. He repeat s several times that he is not
a political person. Like all oppressed people are taught,
he _values himself very littl e. fr::1 pass ively accepts the
bone of a life thrown to him. Despite his insistance that
he has little intelligence, he reads Sp inoza, who also was
a Jew, which perhaps sprouts the first embryo of awareness
of Yakov's own oppression.
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Because of the overbearing sexist attitudes of the orthodox Jewish religion, Bok feels that he is not as much
of a man as he could be because his wife has not born chil~
dren. He can not deal with this and harbors a great deal
of resentment towards her until she can no longer tolerate
his emotional hostility and leaves him for another man. She
is labelled a "whore" and is a disgrace to her family.
His desire to start a new and better life influences
him to travel from his shtetl (the name for small Jewish
villages, which are separate from others) to Kiev, "the
Jerusalem of Russia". Because he doesn't "look like a Jew",
he passes for a gentile and lives in a part of Kiev forbidden to Jews. Certain circumstances enable him to get a
well-paying regular job. Despite his more comfortable situation, he constantly fears that he will be found out.
One day, a boy is found dead in a cave. Because of
suspicions of the men that Yakov works with, his race is
discovered and consequently is accused of the murder. He
is arrested and put into prison to await trial. His lawyer,
Bi bikov, is murdered by the influence of the prosecution
because he has discovered evidence that the boy was murdered
by his own step-father, which, if made known to the public,
would emancipate their scapegoat: the Jews, of which Yakov
Bok is their most convenient choice.
Bok is kept in the prison for two years before he is
allowed a trial. But during his imprisonment, a metamorphosis occurs: Yakov does not resign himself to his fate~
he becomes aware of himself as a collective being, a part
of the whole Jewish Race. He finally starts feeling the
resul t s of a lifetime of oppression: anger and hatre d.
He says one day, to a delerious vision of the dead Bibikov,
"Something in myself has changed. I'm not the same man I
was. I fear less and hate more." The Russian government
'however, becomes afraid because Jews from all around real.ize that Yakov is a scapegoat and some are becoming angry.
Yakov is offered amnesty, but he refuses it because he has
committed no crime to be pardoned from. Raisl, his ex-wife,
visi_!.s him in prison. She tells him that after she had
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left him, she became pregnant by another man. This creates
a rudimentary awareness of _how ·he is oppressive to women.
His whole world has turned around. His values are changing.
He knows now that "there's no such thing as an unpolitical
person, especially a Jew." He goes on to say: "Where
there's no fight for it, there's no freedom ••• If the state
acts in w~ys that are abhorrent to human nature, it's the
lesser evil to destroy it •.• In a sick country every step to
health is an insult to those who live in its sickness."
The book ends her~on a positive note: there is hope,
strength and a proud determination developed by Yakov's
metamorphosis. As he walks up the outside stairs to his
trial, hundreds of Jews, awaiting his arrival, are chanting
his name. Although the book ends here, history has recorded that Yakov was found guilty and imprisoned. Malamud
does not choose to include this in the book; rather the
book is involved with the destruction of an indifferent and
passive attitude of the fixer to his fate and the develop~ent of a positive political consciousness: a necessary development towards any liberation. Malamud renders this
transition to awareness with positive anger instead of muddled self-pity.
The Gay Movement can identify with The Fixer. There
are a majority of Gay sisters and brothers who are indefferent to the value of resistance to tyranny and to the unhealthines s of being passive and blind to ones oppression
by denying that you are oppressed--and therefore political.
This is precisely why we are drugging, drinking and dancing
our ways to passivity and blindness. But we all have the
potential to change. We are all Yakov Bok because we all
have the same oppressor.
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UMPG STUDENT SENATE DEBATES/DETERMINES
THE GAY PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE BUDGET~
OR

TWENTY-ONE EGOS IN SEARCH OF MASSAGE
By Pete.It P!t.lzetr.

THE BACKGROUND: The University of Maine, Portland/Gorham
is a "commuter college" and therefore suffers from what may
best accurately be called t~~minal apathy. When the clock
strikes 4:30 p.m. and the university cranks up for its
evening C.E.D. programs, the day students--which is to say
the regular students--get onto the bus or into their cars
or whatever and, to be polite, get the hell out. The students who remain on campus are those who are stuck on campus
which means the residents at the Gorham dormitories. The undisputed myth suggests and casual observation confirms that
great hoards of resident students are more heavily into beer
blasts ahd good times than, say, the UMPG Student Senate
elections, which traditionally draw around 4% of the eligible
student vote. The UMPG Student Senate, in turn, decides
which student organizations get funded and which ones don't,
and it is here where the Gay People's Alliance [GPA] fits
into this article.
MORE BACKGROUND: The utter degree of student apathy to Sen-

ate elections is such that almost anyone with the ri ght connections (belonging to Sigma Nu fraternity) or in quest of
peer admiration and/or ego satisfaction can usually get
elected to the Student Senate. It would be inaccurate re
assume that any election "debate" filters out the elitists,
the axe-grinders, the class supremists, the ego trippers,
· or--to be fair--the genuinely competent person . now and then.

rt•s 6:30 p.m. Thursday, May 7, 1976.
For those attz·acted to irony that's exactly 350 years to the

AS "THE CURTAIN RISES:
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day that the fast-dealing Dutcp ripped-off what's known today as ~nhattan Island from the Native Americans for $24
worth of' glittering junk, At least that's what the history
books boast. But now it's 1976, and twenty-one UMPG Student
Senators [note that I've capitalized] are seated around a
rectangular table in the Gorham cafeteria. Mark, who just
happens to be a member of Sigma Nu, is the Chairperson. He's
cool (later on, when egos collide, he'll rap his gavel and
intone, "OK, let's keep it .cool, guys."), suave, politely
impartial at delicate moments--moments .when co-Senators are
sponsoring funds for projects in which they're directly involved--and very convincing to the group when he's pushing
his own favorite budgeting. When he speaks, the others listen. Senators who appear merely inadequate to the task or
obviously biased from the outset will, eight hours later,
come across as petty, third-rate clowns. But the evening is
still early and the flagrant body language--pencils adroitly
held between index fingers 'and heads in nodding agreement
with the wisdom of Chairperson Mark--shows that they're
very pleased to be called Senator (by each other.) The Chair
is neat and crisp; Senators are recognized, Senators yield
the floor, motions are seconded, roll-call votes are recorded (by a · woman secretary.) But the pleasant facade turns
sour as the evening wears on.
AMID THE GREAT DEBATE, CHUCK REVEALS HIS 'OPEN CAN 1 POLICY:
At 9 p.m. there is a restlessness among the representatives
of the Senate-funded campus groups who are waiting patiently
to present their cases to the Senate. It is becoming obvious
that the predetermined Senate agenda favors that body's Subcommittees, and that groups like GPA, the Women's Forum and
t~e U.F.W . Support Group and others are at the end of the
agenda, at the end of the money tube (the Senate has $100,000 to allocate), and--insult upon insult--at the end of the
evening. A middle-aged woman representing th·e Forum asks if
~he can .address the Senate concerning the Forum's budget; it
.1.s getting late and she must return to her young children.
After lengthly debate , it's decided she can, but the order
of voting will not be changed. It's priorities they say. ·
The evening begins to grind. A Senator named Chuck i.s obviously pleased to play the Archie Bunker of the group.
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After he's recognized by the Chair, he begins, "Yeah, like
I'm glad I'm finally recognized ••• getting. back to this budget request for Project Impact ••• ah, I don't think the av-·
erage student gives a shit about the cultu1tal aetivitie~ and
the academle activitie~ [classes] and all that bullshit.
What the students really want are beer parties. You ever
been to a party in Portland? What are they doing, huh? I'll
tell you. They're all sitting around guzzling the suds!
(laughter from other Senators.) They don't give a damn
about Project Impact. I say it's about time we recognized
the desires of the average students." And in the middle of
the debate on funds for Project Impact, he offers an amendment to take $1000 from the Project's proposed budget and
spend it instead on bee.It for "Maine Day" at UMPG. Lengthly
debate on his amendment follows, and it's narrowly defeated.
The rep from Project Impact was visibly stunned, but dared
not antagonize the Senate before it passed on the Project's
final budget. Chuck rambles on about the benefits of beer
for students. Shortly, a man from Sigma Nu who once asked
Stephen Leo (GPA) for a date will solemnly intone, "Let's
keep the language a little bit cleaner or it ·may sway some
votes. 11 It's getting late and the body language of the Senators indicates a different sort of role-playing. Now, with
heads resting on hands and neckties loosened on several men,
it's The Concerned Representatives Burning The Midnight Oil.
The dedicated public servant routine, as they carve up the
student till. Trivial or pointless issues are more-thanadequately pursued by Senators; no one will accuse them of
shirking their mandated duty. "Fiscal Responsibility," repeats a Sigma Nu man named Marc who wears a white dress
shirt and long black tie. He's brought an electric adding
machine, which he pokes at from time to time. Among his Sigma Nu brothers he's known as The Count, and he has COUN'r on
his sports car's license plates. Very chic. The Count is
impressed with his logic; he speaks often, and on many issues. Perhaps Project Impact should charge the public double . for events, he says as he taps out some figures on the
adding machine and proposes slashing their budget by $3000,
or about 45%. Certainly, he assures the rest of the nodding
Senators, the three thou can be recovered by increased fees
for the public. He's cool, controlled, in charge. He should
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be: half or more of the Senate is either Sigma Nu men or
women in relationships with Sigma Nu men. A cozy student
senate. :As expected, the Senate butchers the 1976-77 budget
of Project Impact. The P.I. rep shakes his head and leaves.
If I were forced to wager big money, I'd say at least four
of the men are closet cases; they will be certain to vote
against the GPA budget to maintain their het facade. Patriarchal insight: as if on cue, 3 woman Senators begin clearing . the dirty glasses and ash trays from the meeting table
during a five-minute break. Male Senators lounge in their
chairs or idly stroll off while the tables are dutifully
cleaned •••
THE SHOW MUST GO ON: Finally, the Chair announces the GPA
budget. Chairperson Mark, in a speech reminiscent of Jesus
distributing the loaves, proposes that $100 be allotted.
The original request was $250, with $150 of that for a professional workshop on counseling. Mark, who's also head
of the appropriations committee, which has omitted the
counseling funds, opens the debate. It is 2:30 a.m. Fortunately, Chuck and his $1000-for-beer proposal have long
since left; in fact, several Senators have left, and friends
have taken their seats as voting members. The Count, looking seriously complexed/concerned, is not too sure that the
Senate should be in the business of funding counseling services. After all, he says, isn't there a resident campus
psychologist for students with ,.problems?" Two hours earlier this person had strenuously argued for budgeting a paid
legal rep to counsel students in legal trouble with, say,
cheir landlords. A homophobic closet case named Mike makes
a motion to table the entire budget.
As a member of the
student Senate, I don't think the (GPA) is something the
student Senate should be backing.n His het facade is intact. But the proposal is too harsh and is voted down.
(Besides, 6 GPA members are watching.) Libe ral Andrew addresses himself to the $150 for counseling.· "My liberal
instincts tell me that we should fund this counseling workshop •.. n Not a queer-lover, mind you; just a hopeless liberal." The debate continues, aL~ the majority speaking supports the total $250 budget. Then the vote: 8 for; 10 opposed; 3 abstained. If adept at nothing else, the Sigma Nu
jpeople are skilled at casting votes to "narrowly" defeat
11
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propositions that the majority of the Senate, which is to
say the Sigma Nu clique, opposes. The $250 defeated, the
debate returns to the original $100 favored by the Chair.
The measley $100 barely passes.
It is an eyeopener, even
at 3 a.m., to see a group of openly elitist, narrow-minded, (close-minded in some cases) establishment kiss-asses
throw their thumbs down on issues and ideas they are incapable of understanding. And this was true the entire
night.
HERE WE GO AGAIN!: Several days later, after formal complaints that not all groups had been properly informed of
the budget meeting, University President Miller declared
the entire evening's activities null and void. A new budget meeting has been scheduled for the Fall. Meanwhile,
the prospect of a future encore from this gang of .•. (whatever) is not a pleasant thought. One thing for certain:
in no way will the majority of the individuals on the Student Senate be more prepared by next Fall to deal with
similar issues before them.
It's the old Emperor's Clothes
routine and these people don't even comprehend when the
obvious is clearly pointed out. You can dress 'em up but
ya can't take 'em out!

POLITICAL FOOTNOTES
On Tuesday, June 8, Maine will hold its primary election. A small crowd of candidates are running in the First
District Democratic primary and, in the Second District,
the Democratic opponent of Rep. Cohen will most likely be a
homophobic man from Sabattus. MGTF contacted two candidates
in the First District, who hope to oppose Rep. Emerv. and
asKect them wnat their feelings were on H.R. 5452, the Federal Gay Rights Bill.
Rick Barton has yet to respond.
Bruce Reeves issued the following statement on June 3,
signed by staffperson Terry Ann Lunt-Aucoin in the MGTF office:
"I unequivocablv support Ms. Abzua's bill. H.R. ~4~2
prohibiting discrimina~ion-~n the basis ~f sexuai or affectional preference; all persons have the right to live a life
of dignity regardless of sexual preference.~
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GAYS PICKET WELLS-OGUNQUIT
On 31 May 1975, 25 Gay persons and one German Shephard
picketed the Town Hall in Wells and Valerie's in Ogunquit.
Readers of the Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter will remember the role of the Wells Board of Selectpersons in denying
a liquor license to the Stage Door. The picketing of Valerie's was the result of their discriminatory policy toward Gays, who compose 80 to 90% of their 9lientele.
Signs carried by the picketers read, "A Lesbian is the
Rage of All Women," "Gay and Proud," "Homophobia, Sexism,
Racism All Come From 'the MAN'," among other sentiments. A
recent letter in the Po!ttia.nd P!te,M He.ttald, referring to "debauchery societies with fancy names" (not an exact quote)
~as riposted to with a sign that announced "The All-College
Southern Maine Debauchery and Chowder Society." Obli, the
German Shephard, wore a sign that said, "Me Too;" his human,
Steve Irving of Seacoast Area Gay Alliance, carried a companion piece reading, "Not All of Us Walk Poodles."
The picket was organized by SAGA, with co-operation by
MGTF; · also participating were persons from Worcester, MA,
and Quebec . The Wells Town Hall was picketed from 11:00 a.m.
to 2: 00 p._m. There were a few spectators, mostly young
people; some heckling, but also some show of support. Police confiscated an anti-Gay sign because those who held it
did not have a permit to demonstrate. The Wells police kept
goo J order among the spectators.
Picketing at Valerie's began at 5:00 p.m. and ran until
Here the situation was much more b-=·nse. The crowd,
ag in mostly young people, was bigger and more vocal, and
the police more indulgent with them. The police again confiscated signs, but made little or no effort to find the
source of eggs, pebbles, and pennies thrown at demonstrators.
Constantine Ganalles, owner of va : erie's, attempted to run
down Susan W. Henderson of MGTF as she walked behind his
car, but his intended vic tim was too quick for him. Fortunately, no further violence occurred.
8: 00.
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It is not known at this time whether further demonstrations or other actions against Wells-Ogunquit will take
place. Readers of MGTFN are reminded that the towns are
being boycotted by SAGA and MGTF. All Gays and well-wishers
are urged to support the boycott. Don't oppress yourselves.

-MGTF Ne.JAUi ••• one. ye.all. a.go
§§§ §§§

§§§

§§§

th,u,

mon;th

§§§

MY LIFE IN THE PIN-BALL JUNGLE
By Anon.

[ Ed.U:.oJt. '.t> note.: The New.t>letteJL !d.a.6 6 weJLe. not a.waJz..e. that the. peMon
Jr..ei..ating th,u, a.c.c.ou.nt had, a1.ma.6 t ,UrJme.dJ.a.tel.y p!UO!l. to the. .in1:e.tr.v..lew,
lM:t $5. 50 to a. c.VLta..in p.in.-bail. ma.c.h.ine.. (will n.o matc.hu. ) OWt..
.:or.am CJU.pt .i-6, .t.heJLe.fioJte, paJtt.i.c.u.laJtty ga1tble.d oJt., :t.o put i l kindly,
.t>amewha.:t inc.oheJLe.nt. We. apologize.. :to ouJL Jr..e.a.de!Ui a.nd Mk. (.;oJr.. -the»c.
pa.;tle.nc.e.. Tha.n.k you.]
"First, let me assure readers that this account won't
be oppressive to individuals who, as we say, follow the
silver ball. That's certainly not intended.
It may be
very cruel, though, to painfully remind them--you ?--of
tho s e past heartbreaks which only time can erase: the medium siz e fortune in quarters that disappeared forever past
the 'slot with no conscience'; the hours--literally--of
exasperation as the ball sailed untouched through the flipper 'strike zone'; the untimely TILTs which erased all the
scores and hence the free games at a time when one could
least affort it, both financially and emotionally; or
worse, having seven games in the mac hine as the proprietor
of the h ouse began turning the lights out for the night.
I could go on ... the outrages are legend.
"I suppose. that at some time, pin-balls, like every
other amusement/addiction, were relatively pleasant and
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relatively non-aggravating. But like they say, the times
have changed, and the smiling,· heads-up, turn-the-othercheek type of philosophy has been brutally clubbed by today's s.o.p. of cynicism, and pin-balls aren't excluded
from this phenomenon. Where 35,000 points with up to four
balls might have won a free game years ago, today one has
but three balls to make SO, 65 or 72,000 points. The
motorcycle, beer-guzzling, generally 'unsavory types' (my
apologies to the unsavory people) may have been the mainstay of pin-balls of past, but today the crowd has altered
slightly: the clerical, .white-collar class with their
often imbued dogma of 'rip off the other person lest they
rip you off' have politely elbowed their way into the pinball scene. Lawyers, bankers, consumer-advocacy attorneys
(ha! What irony!) and the like are all into pin-balls. The
owners of the machines have taken note, and adjusted their
pin-balls accordingly. Especially deadly are the bankers,
who get paid to appreciate that 4 quarters equal $1.
"Thus, lately, a real menagerie of livelihoods and lifestyles meet up at the pin-ball machine. And interestingly
enough, except under VERY unusual circumstances, the overriding hostility towards the machine (I've seen individuals
kicking it with their feet) supercedes any blatant ill-will
towards players whose apparent lifestyle does not conform to
the stereotype. Bisexuals, heterosexuals, homosexuals,
radicals, birchers, anarchists, capitalists, socialists,
liberals, Freemasons, pigs, thugs, Burger King patrons,
bomb-throwers, church-goers .•. all identify with one common
bo:, d: Beat the machine!
And at all costs.
"But that's seldom. The machine we're talking about is
more ruthless and conniving than those of Mayor Daley or
Fra n _· Rizzo. Thi s machine, with no apparent exchange of
'. fav or, does not rip you off in a subtle manner. It will
boast GAME OVER •.. GAME OVER as your lucky 1976 Bicentennial
quarter rests peacefully among mounds of others in that
gre at piggy-bank beneath the action. My worst experience
.with. a pin-ball was on a Saturday afternoon last June .•.
"But getting back to this interview, I've got another
gripe: the law of gravity works for the quarters you feed
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the machine, but you can forget about even the most basic
fundamentals of physics when the ball's in play.
It has a
reality all its own. Rolling downhill towards the player, ·
I've seen the ball strike an obstacle and travel uphill
to a point beyond its original starting point! At first,
this seeming contradiction may amuse players but later, as
they become more jaded to even the most obvious violations
of basic laws of the universe, nothing, and I mean nothing,
will surprise.
I've heard of UFOs landing in New Jersey
pin-ball arcades; virtually ignored as they conduct radiation tests and take floor samples. In fact, one person I
know swears that pin-ball machines are really Martians-infiltrating the earth, spying on people and draining their
resources. This should be further investigated.
"What makes us pin-ball players tick? I'm not sure, but
to get an idea, try offering a player a ten dollar bill if
he/she will abandon the game and, instead, turn their backs
on the travelling ball.
Good luck!
I've heard where pinballers were the last to leave burning buildings. One celebrated player beat both the law and the machine as he racked
up 140,000 bonus points during a bomb scare at Orono as the
campus police were attempting to clear the field house. {He
stayed.)
Perhaps the saddest tale of woe I've heard through
the pin-ball grapevine resulted from the Great Northeast
Blackout of 1965. Supposedly there was a player in Brooklyn
who, just 100 points short of twelve free games, 'saw' the
entire environment go dark •.• for up to 12 hours. When the
power was restored,the machine, sensing that something odd
had occured, did what the machines usually do when the routine i.s altered--however slightly: it returned the score to
00,000. New game: new quarter!
"I suppose that during Armageddon, all the world's pinball machines will TILT and return to zero, waiting, of
~ course 1 for the millennium when the land creatures will
have evolved sufficiently to invent round discs to feed the
machines. My God, how absolutely grim •.•

[ The. Jc.ema.J..nde!L o6 the ..uit.eJLv.lew wa.6, ,ln .t.he apMUo n o6 :the. e.d.LtoM, .too
deptr.e..o.6.lng .to p!Unt. Comi.ng neu month: the. 'be..o.t.' a.wi woM.t. 06 the
Po!Ltla.nd an.e.a. p~-ba.£1..6.]
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ADVERTISING INFO.
The staff of the Newsletter
has announced the following
policy for accepting commercial advertising-Approved rates are $3 per
column inch, graphics includ- ·
ed, with a 10% discount for
three consecutive ads and a
15% discount for six consecutive ads. No ads will be
taken that are insulting to
people or to the environment.
This policy applies only to
regular commercial advertisers. The staff reserves the
right to reject any ad.
,1,1,1,1
The following is from The Repo~te~, the Seacoast Area
Gay Alliance [SAGA] Newsletter:
Acco rding to a news note
in last Monday' s Bo~ton
Globe ,~.ril 19), San Franc i sco i' lice Chief Charles
Gain t- urged 20 'closet'
homos ex als on the force to
come cut. He promised them
his full support. Gains
wants the force to reflect
the community's composition,
including its homosexual
population. "The fact is
that we will hire Gays the
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same as we hire anyone
else," he said.
MEANWHILE, the Manchester
(N.H.) Union-Leade~ ran
the same story about Chief
Gain in greater length,
relying entirely on the
fairly objective, if not
positive UPI release. The
story ended with Chief
Gain saying that a good
police department should
teach not only crime fighting but "how to deal with
human beings."
Oh yes, the Loeb headline
for the wire-service article was:
MANCHESTER
1111:;;:;;r Bu.nion ~
fi!5S E. ffi ER ~

ODDS & ENDS
LEWISTON AND BANGOR AREA
PEOPLE: Last month in
this space the editors
attempted to inveigle
onto these pages some
monthly (or so) correspondence from selfappointed representative(s) of these areas
by assuring prospective
contributors that they
would earn no money in
their spare time.
It is now apparent
that the offer of monetary paucity was insufficient motivation. The
ed itors, jolted back to
reality by the utter
lack of Central Maine
people thronging to our
door/phone, have agreed
to add the following
"pot sweetener" as an
inducement they feel no
one can refuse: future
correspondents, by remaining anonymous , can
be guaranteed NO FAME
or NOTORIETY, as well
as earning no money in
their spare time!

special operators are now
standing by at the MGTF phone
bank; awaiting the flood of
calls that are certain to
pour in.
(Once again, that number is
773-5530.]

Rea.dvu, ma.y 1teeogn.lze :the. aJtt wo1tk
on :the. C.OVeA M bung :that 00 TJ.m
Bou66a.Jt.d, :the. MGTF aJt,t,.u,;t-in-.6emi1te1:iide.nc.e.. Although T,lm w.lll
hhotc.,tly be. a:t:tending :the. aJtt .6ehool
at F1Lru1c.oru.a. College. in New HamphWe., he.' .6 btdic.ate.d :that he. I i l
fiind :time. to Je.nd · LL6 a. new eave.A
601t e.a.c.h .6 ueee1:i.6ive. New.6le;tte.Jt.
We. W,Wh Ti.m well at F1ta.neoru.a. a.nd
:thank furn fio1t h1...6 c.on:tinue.d ge.ne.Jto.6liy.
By the way, the two large

stainless steel (?) serving
trays used at Symposium III
are still gathering dust in
the MGTF office at 193 Middle Street, Portland. Would
either the owners or someone
who may know who the owners
are contact us? Thanks.

The editor s are so
confident of the appeal
of their new offer that
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MiJu.a.m Vya.k wLtt .6oon be. in.6.t!c.u.cting cia.6.& M en;tltte.d
Yoga and Healing He!tb.6.

"Ba.&ic Yoga. Mana.&" will me.et
Po!t..tia.nd 6011. ten .6M.&ion.&:
.tw..i..c.e a. we.e.k, on Mon.day and
Thwu.da.y a.6.teJr.nOOn.6 nil.om 3:305:30 p.m. The ci.a6.6 will begin
Monday, June 21 and end July 22.
CoJ.>t 6011. .the .ten .6e.6.6,t0n.6 l6 $20. Foll. in6oJUna.tion c..aLe.
Mhuam a.t 688-4432 Oil. Cali. .the.
0.theJL P11.og11.am a.t UMPG, 773-2981.
,in

"H e.aUng HeJr.b.6 ". , aL6 o in.&tJtucted by Muuam Vyak, will Jc.u.n 611.om
Thl.Lll..6day, June. 17 .to Augl.L.6.t 5.
The :time w.ltt be nil.om 7 .to 9 p.m.
at 20 Fe.deJUl..l S.tl!.eet in Bttl.Ln.6wic.k. C0.6.t 6011. .the eight week
ci.a. M will be $20. ·
·
LISTING OF AREA GAY GROUPS:
Central Maine Gay Alliance
PO Box 2242 ·
Augusta, Maine 04330
Maine Gay Task Force
PO Box 4542
Portland, Maine 04112
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance
PO Box 1424
Portsmouth, N.H.
03801
The Gay People's Alliance
at UMPG and the Wilde-Stein
Club at Orono do not schedule
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regular meetings during the
summer. GPA's mailing address is 92 Bedford St.,
Portland 04103, and W-SC's
is c/o Memorial Union, UMO,
Orono, ME. 04473 •

The Wome.n.' .6 Cou.n.& eLi..ng SeJr.vice,
a.t Room 23, 72 F11.orit S.tl!.eet in
Ba.th; 44 3- 9 531 , co ntinuM .to
o66eJr. col.Ln.6eLi..n.g to a.ti women in
the. Ba.th/BJc.un.&wic..k a11.ea and Me.
pall..tic.ui..aJr.ly c..onc.eJr.ned with mak,i..ng .thei.Jr.. .6 e11.vic.e available to
low-inc..ome. women. In adclltion to
one-to-one. c..oun.&eLi..ng 6011. wome.n
who want help and .6 u.ppo!C..t in
-0.tll.uctwung thei.Jr.. UvM, building
.6.tll.ongeJt ide.nti.:ti..e.6 and dealing
with c.!U.,6,l}.i .6ilu.ation.&, the. .6e/Lvic.e o66e.Jt.6 pll.o-.6e divoJc.c.e in6oJtma.tion and c..oun.&eLi..ng, a.ba!C..tion
c.ou.n.&e.Ung, a 1te6eJr.Jc.a.l .6 e11.vic..e
6011. women .6eek.ing medical, theJr.a.pe.utic. and le.gal help in .the. Me.a,
a.nd .they have a g1towing Ub1taJty
06 boofv.i on women, p.&yc.hol.ogy, and

6em,ln,i.l.) m•

To c..ontinue. the.i!C. wo1tk, .they ne.ed
Ou.Jc. ge.neJr.olL.6 6,i..na.ncJ..al help now.
They mu..6.t me.et .the.i!C. phone, u;tltUy and a66,lc.e. 11.erita.l ex.pen.& e.6
and c.on.tinue ;to pu.bUcJ..ze. the.i!C.
.6 eJr.vic.e.6 • I 6 you would like. to
know moll.e. about WCS 011. be.come. ,ln.vol.ve.d ,ln the woJc.k .the.y 1 11.e do,i.n.g
,ln adclltion .to youJc. 6inancJ..a.l c.on.tll.ibution., ple.a..6e. 6eel 611.ee to
c..aLe. .them a.t .the. above. addll.e.6¢.

BOSTON GAY PRIDE PARADE

quite possibly been gathering dust somewhere .••

Saturday, June 19, will be
the date of the annual New
England Gay Pride Parade
through the streets of downtown Boston, which for many
is the highlight of Gay
Pride Week.

So get in touch, and we'll
march as a Maine group on
the 19th!!

As usual, there will be
marchers representing all
sections of New England;
.MG'l'l:' ana other Maine uay
groups will also be in the
parade.
Needless to say, the march
is a fine time to demonstrate solidarity with our
Gay sisters and brothers
across the region, as well
as a ve~y personal high for
many of the participants.
MGTF will be coordinating
a car-pool to Boston. If
anyone thinks they might
be in need of a ride or may
be able to provide transportation for people without, would they please call
the MGTF office weekdays
, __ .:, w~v
----'
... ~,
--'..._., -·.,.._.
.._.._..~ ... ··--'·
"" _ _
out a schedule of rides.
\~.&~....,.,

--

---

++

++

++

++

GAY DANCE IN ORONO
T.TlRF.~

FlH,'T' RZ\'1"~

On May 1 the Wilde-Stein
Club at UMO sponsored a Gay
ctance on campus which was
attended by approximately
50 members of what was believed to be Sigma Nu fraternity. Those who were unable to personally attend
the dance stared into the
hall through the windows.
John 1:·ran.K: or the w11.aeStein Club told the Newsletter that apparently the
fraternity men were at the
dance as part of an initiation "rite." None of the
men were dancing.

J,..

This will be a fine time to
resurrect all those Gay buttons and banners that have

After a short while the men
inside the dance room left,
along with the window-peekers.
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CALENDAR
Saturday, June 19: Gay Pride
Parade, Boston. The Portland area car-pool will meet
in fron of the NGTF office
at 193 Middle St., Portland.
If you'd like a ride, be
there at 9 a.m., or call us
· at 77 3-5530.
Sunday, June 27: Lesbian
and Gay Pride Parade in
New York City. Marchers
should assemble at 7th and
Christopher St. at noon.
Saturday, July 3: MGTF outing to the Lincoln County
area. For more info, call
the office weekdays, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Soon!
Saturday, July 10: The
Lesbian Caucus at Orono will
sponsor a dance for women
and men at the MCA Center
on campus. 8-12 midnight.
Please bring your own beverage.
Sunday, July 11: MGTF July
meeting at 193 Middle in
Portland.~ 1 p.m.; 4th floor .
Business and general rap.
Sunday, July 11: Mass Gay

.Af3

1 \

q

C4h}berJqf2
f -c( A
March and Rally at Madison
..nve.
square Garden, site of Demofori lq/?(4
_-··-~/)· cr~tic National convention.

THE YELLOW STAR AND THE PINK TRIANGLE
[Editor's note: The following article by Ira Glasser
first appeared in the New Yo~k Time6 on September 10,
1975.
It was subsequently the subject of a press release from the National Coalition of Gay Activists.
Ira Glasser is executive director of the New York
Civil Liberties Union.]
By now nearly everyone knows about the Danes' resistance to Nazi anti-Semitism during World War II, and
how their resistance spared almost all Danish Jews from
the barbarism that took the lives of six million other
Jews.
The Danish resistance was perhaps best symbolized
by the reported willingness of King Christian X to appear in public wearing a yellow Star of David as a sign
of fellowship with the persecuted minority.
Yet while this brave stand was being made to save
the Jews of Denmark, another segment of the population
was systematically hunted down and sent to the death
camps: Denmark's homosexuals.
And Denmark was not unique: Many thousands of German, French, Polish, Hungarian and other European homosexuals were also interned and executed.
In the concentration camps where the Jews were compelled to wear yellow stars, the homosexuals were forced
to wear pink triangles, and were treated as the lowest
of the low by the Nazis.
Nearly a quarter of a million homosexuals were executed by the Nazis between 1937 and 1945, alons· with
the six million Jews.
Today, the moral revulsicn against
the holocaust remains strong, though perhaps not strong
enough. Many know about the yellow star, but the pink
triangle still lies buried as a virtual historical secret.
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As.a result, there is a tolerance among good people
of discrimination against homosexuals that is similar to
the tolerance of anti-Semitism that was so pervasive in
Europe before the holocaust and that, at least according
to some scholars, created a hospitable climate for the
destruction of European Jews.
Today, such discrimination based on religion--or race
or sex or creed or national origin--is not officially
tolerated. Though it still occurs, it is outlawed by
Federal and local laws,- and
thus discouraged.

is

In New York City, for example, discrimination in employment, housing or public accomodations based on race,
religion or sex is illegal. But the same kind of discrimination again~t homosexuals is permitted.
Four years ago a civil rights bill to bar discrimination against homosexuals in employment, housing and public
accomodations was introduced in the City Cou ncil.
If the bill had passed, official tolerance for bigotr y
based on people's sexual preference would have been ended .
But the bill did not pass. Fiv e times it has been introduced, and five times it has failed.
Just as the Jews of Europ e had to hide or perish, so
many homosexuals today must hide to avoid the penalties
c,f "coming out" in the open: loss of job, hara ssme nt and
· Du se, even rejection by family and friend s.
During World War II, no king, no premier, no president,
no prominent citizen came forward wearing a pink triang l e,
as it is said the yellow Star of David was worn by the
King of Denmark.
Today, and every day until discrimination is ended,
the pink triangle is be ing war~ ~ot only by homosexuals,
but also by those who believe that the tolerance of good
people is what permits bigotry to persist. The City
Councils across the nation, it is hoped, will get the
message this time.
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AU Jte.a.deM Me. .i..n.v.lt.e.d :to u..6 e.
:tlu.J.i hpace 601t bJLle.6 na.:tlee..6, a.d.6,

b.la. ··BITS··. b.la

The. Na..tive. AmeJu.ca.n SoUdaJLlty Commille.e. .L6 a. gJtou.p 06 pe.op..e.e. woJtfung
to bu..lf.d .6u.ppoJr;t 6oJr. ;the. JLlght6 06
Na.tive. pe.ople..6 to in.de.pen.de.nee. and
.6ove.Jteignty--~9hb. wh,leh we.Jte. guaJz.a.nte.e.d by .tlte.a..tie..6 ma.de. bet.we.en ;the.
U.S. Gove.Jtnme.nt and In.~n. na.tioM.
The. Na..tive. Amruca.n Sou.daJLlty New.6te;tte.Jt .L6 a.va.Ua.b..e.e., at $3 a. yeo.Jt,
at: N. A. S. C. NeJAJol.e;tte.Jt
c/o Pwon Law Colle.c:ti..ve.
558 Ca.pp S.tlte.e,t
San. FJta.ncl6co, CA
94110
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.i..n6o}[J11a;tion, a.nnounce.me.n.:t!.>, and .
at.he.It va.Jt,i.ou..6 & .6u.n.d!ty de.m.6 o6
comma n .i..nte.Jte..6.t.. Ple.ah e .6 end
you.Jr. ne.w.6 to BITS, PO BOX 4542,
Portland, Maine 04112
$$$

$$$

$$$

$$$

$$$

SUBSCRIBE TO GAY COMMUNITY
NEWS, a non-sexist, nonexploitative publication of
news, features and opinion.
$12 a year, for 52 weeks (1
yr.)
Mailed in no-peek envelope.
"GCN," 22 Bromfield
Street, Boston, MA 02108

SUBSCRIBE TO THE MGTF NEWSLETTER

===

PO Box 4542, PORTLAND, ME
04112

16 a. Gay young man ne.e.d6 a home. and
.L6 wil..Li..ng :to Uve mM:t 06 .the. ye.OJt
a..t a beau..:tl6u.l .take.. in EMteAn. Me. ,
and Uk.u to 1.in.01AJ11obde, .olu, hu.nt,
6.l6h, .6wlm and wa.te.JL-1.,fu Wlr.Ue. :to
Bob, e/o MGTFN, PO BOX 4542, Po){,tland, ME 04112

One year; 12 issues, $4.
Sent in sealed envelope.
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FOR a copy of Jade & Sarsaparilla's album @5.00 per copy
+ 5 0 ¢ postage write to:
Submaureen ~ecords,Box 147,
Hyan.•1ispor-c, Mass. 02647
48
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DEADLINE FOR JULY NEWSLETTER
FRIDAY JUNE 25, 1976
PUBLICATION DATE:
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GAY MAN 36, would L<.ke .to heaJt
6~om and mee,t a.th~ Gay people,
any age g~oup, v.ipeuilly in So.
Me. and Yo~k Coun,ty aJtea, 60~
making o6 new 6~end6 .
WRITE TO:

@@@

@@@

Ron
c_f o MGTFN
Box 4542
Po~and, Me 04112
@@@

@@@

@@@

GAY MAN, 25, recently returned from New York wishes to
meet Gay people in the Portland/York County area. Write
to Bernie, c/o MGTFN, Box
4542, Portland, Me. 04112

***

***

***

***

***

A GAY BROTHER a:t .the Maine S.ta:te
Pwon w.uihv.i .to c.o~v.ipond wdh
a.th~ Gay people. Con,tac..t Vave
H~, Box A, Thoma.J.i.ton, Maine
04861.
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***

***

***

***

Professional female vocalist
looking for a flashy showband already in progress or
would like to put one together. I have been on the road,
very showy on stage, have
excellent references and a
superb booking agent in Lowell, Mass. Should be able
to do top 40 and 50's and
60's also very educational
musicians more than welcome.
Please call:
773-5235 or
write:
Rosanna Morelli
146 Washington Ave.
Portland, Maine
04101
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